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FORECAST
Ooudy with cuony periods to­
day and Sunday, a few showers 
and thunderstorms during the 
aftcrnocm and evening both days, 
light winds.
The HIGH AND LOWPredicted low for tonight and high Sunday 50 and 70. High yes- te^ay  and low overnight were 70 and 49. with a trace of rain.
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GAULLE SUPREME HEAD
AWAITING OWNERS
B a tte re d Bikes Baffling
rif:
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By IVT HAYDEN i
Dally Courier SUff Writer |
Local detachment of the RCMP 
has bicycles the way some peo­
ple have mice.
Policemen are finding them 
troublesome—and profuse.
•They're one of our wors*. head­
aches,” claims Staff Sergont W.
• B. Irving.
Outside the station, two dozen 
bicycles await their owners. Some 
of the bikes have been there for 
over a year. Most of them are 
old and rickety. And they’re an 
eyesore on grounds that are ship­
shape otherwise.
City work crews and Kclown- 
lans keep RCMP bicycle racks 
well stocked. Bicycles arc turned 
in every day, the head of the local 
detachment explained. Often own­
ers claim them within 24 hours.
“But we have to put up with 
the backlog that no one is inter­
ested in,” S.Sgt. Irving declared.
“Backlog” bikes are kept for 
a year then turned over to the 
finders.
AlORE BIKES
S.Sgt. Irving speculated there 
were more bicycles per capita in 
Kelowna than anywhere else in 
British Columbia.
Bikes brought in to the police 
station, he said, have usually been 
permanently abandoned, tempor­
arily forgotten or “borrowed” for 
a joy ride. They’re commonly 
found in ditfches, school yards, 
and parks, outside private resi­
dences, business establishments, 
and on boulevards.
Meanwhile, police officers duti­
fully pair off owners and vehicles.
IDENTIFICATION
As bicycles must be identified
before they can be claimed, S.- DERELICT BIKES JUST WAITING FOR THEIR OWNERS
Sgt. Irving made a number of . ; '
suggestions to bicycle owners:' IRCMP have asked bcycle dealers! 2. Keep a record of the serial I whenever it^ . hot-, In-ns®* .
lii Register the vehicle’s serial to advise .customers of this ser- numW  of your bi^eje.
V  ii--a -_ .r--_ .-_ _  I . . - •  - ■ 3 ;- 'i3 ^ r 'a ^ r o h lc ^ h ir y o u r  T jic y d e jA v a ila b le ) .
SUSPEND INDIANAPOLIS RACE 
VETERAN AFTER FATAL CRASH
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —  Ed EUsian, 31-year-old 
Oakland, Calif., racing veteran, was suspended indefinitely 
by the United States Auto Club today for a 15-car pilcup 
at the start of the 500-milc race Friday.
(See Earlier Story on Sport’s Page)
Pat O’Connor of North Vernon, Ind., was killed in 
the wild first-lap crash.
Duane Carter, racing director for USAC, announced:
“I am suspending Elisian from all racing for the 
safety and well being of himself and his fellow com­
petitors,
!Tm suspending him because of a scries of errors 
in j’udgment. He’ll not race again until he can appeal to 
the USAC’s board of directors.”
Harlan Fengler, chief steward of the big race, said, 
‘‘Everything points to. the fact that Elisian was driving too 
fast and caused the accident by spinning into Dick Rath- 
mann.” " .
Rathmann, who had topped Elisian’s speed in the 
first day of time trials May 17 to claim the pole position, 
issued his own statement about the disastrous mixup;
“Elisian had the lead in the second southeast corner, 
but I passed him on the backstretch.
“1 backed off at the second bush past the cross (the 
traditional slowdown marker for the northeast turn) to 
go into the turn normally.
“Elisian went around me on the inside. He was going 
50 miles an hour faster than he ever could go through 
that corner. He made no effort to back off. I tried to go 
outside to miss him, but Elisian’s car knocked me into 
the wall. Then I blacked out.
“Elisian hasn’t had a smooth lap this month. I told 
him he’d better keep u smooth during the race.
“I’ll never forgive Elisian for what he did. Pat O’Con­
nor was the most honorable guy in racing.”
Socialists Swing Behind 
Incoming French Premier
BULLETIN
PARIS (CP) — Gen. Charles de Gaulle fonnally agreed 
(ouight to become premier of France.
PARIS (CP)—Gen. Charles de Gaulle today clinched A 
wide majority in the French National Assembly for his investi­
ture Sunday as premier. The Socialist party gave its members 
the privilege of a free vote—and half of them swung' behind 
the general.
This would give de Gaulle about 50 Socialist votes and 
bring his assembly total to less than the 400 votes he wants 
but well over the only certain opposition of 150 Communist 
deputies. The Socialists who do not support de Gaulle could 
possibly abstain, thus beefing up his majority.
The Socialists also voted to permit their members to accept 
posts in de Gaulle’s cabinet and several arc almost certain to 
be given to Socialist deputies.
Smaller parties quickly began cu.s was attended by deputies and
to issue formal statements sup­
porting de Gaulle.
Political leaders began stream­
ing to a second meeting with de 
Gaulle. He met with them this 
morning and asked for their for­
mal replies at the afternoon meet­
ing. The Socialist vote now makes 
the report of the politicians to de 
Gaulle a foregone conclusion.
A light\rain was falling as So­
cialist leaders Guy Mollet and 
Paul Ramadier hurried from the 
party caucus and entered the 
Hotel la Perouse to give their 
report to de Gaulle.
The hectic Socialist caucus split 
that traditionally united party 
right down the middle. The cau-
number at ' Tieadqua'rter's. 1 vice.
Life Of Crime Finally 
leads K iller To
By JOHN DUDMAN
GLASGOW (Reuters)—A life of 
crime that began with petty 
thieving as a child has led Peter 
Manuel to the steps of the gal' 
lows as the biggest mass mur 
dcrer Britain has known in mod­
ern times.
Today, the S2 ycar-old Glasgow 
thug with a passion for guns and 
poetry Is in the death cell of Bar- 
linnie Prison after being con­
victed of seven cold-blooded slay- 
inks.
Manuel, a New York-born odd 
Job man who never gave up his 
American citizenship, is due to 
be hanged June 19. He has until 
June 8 to lodge an appeal against 
the jury's guilty verdicts in the 
three - week trial which ended 
Thursday.
SMALL-TIME ‘nHEF ..
■ITie arrogant killer who defied 
police for so long was finally 
found guilty of shooting dead six 
victims while they slept in their 
beds. Each time he held his auto­
matic inches from their heads 
and fired. Each time the motive 
was small-time robbery—and his 
own macabre amusement. ’
, victims were Peter Smart
4 ;45, his wife,Doris, and their 10- 
“  year-old son Michael, who were 
mutdered last New Year’s Day, 
and three women — Mrs. Marlon 
Watt, 45, her sister, Mrs. Mar 
garct Brown, 42, and daughter, 
Vivienne Wattk 16. They were 
alaln In September, 1956.
A n o t h e r  conviction was re­
corded for the murder of 17-ycar- 
old Isabelle Co o k e .  Manuel 
pounced on her as she walked to 
n Christmas dance Inst year. He 
battered her half - conscious,
. dragged her across two Holds, 
ripped off her clothes, strangled 
pjir her v.lth her brassiere and liurlcd 
’her body In a crude grave he had 
already prepared. He fled with a 
few trlnkct.i from her purse. 
CONDUCTED OWN DEFENCE 
Manuel was said by iwllcO to 
have conrcs.sed to battering to 
death another 17 - year - old girl, 
Anne Knclland, on n golf course 
In January, 1956, But the Judge 
directed the jury to return a not 
guilty verdict because there was 
no Independent corroboration of
Manuel’s alleged confession;
The sto'cky fiv^feetrfive killer, 
who bragged of his winning way 
with women, took over. his own 
fight for life half-way through the 
trial when he dispensed with his 
counsel.
But waiting in case he won was 
a warrant on a charge of shoot 
ing and knifing to death a taxi 
See LIFE OF CRIME—Page 12
Sechnd Fatality | 
At Fort St. John
EDM01W)N (CP) — A two- 
year-old boy flown here for treat­
ment Friday night after being 
struck by a  ̂truck ,in Fort St. 
John, B.C., was dead on arrival 
at hospital.
The boy,. whose" name was not 
released, suffered severe head 
injuries. Earlier Friday, Richard 
Allen Westover, 5, was killed at 
Fort St’. John when he ran into 
the path of a truck. i
LONDONERS PANIC
Gas Shortage Threatens 
As Bus Strike Spreads
LONDON (AP) — Garages to­
day faced the biggest run on gas­
oline pumps since the Suez crisis 
as London’s bus strike threatened 
to spread to gasoline delivery 
truck drivers.
The g o v e r n m e n t  cancelled 
leave for 6,000 army drivers and 
ordered them to stand by to take 
over gasoline dcllyeries if the 
truckers stopped work.
It also appealed to Londoners 
to ease up on joy riding In case 
of tcmiwrary shortage—and mo­
torists immediately panicked and 
started lining up their automo­
biles at the pumps. '
The truckmen who bring In 
London’s gasoline are members 
of the same union as the 50,000 
bus drivers, the Transport and 
General Workers Union.
Meantime. 15,000 dock workers 
—half the total strength on the 
London docks — continued their 
strike , In sympathy with; 6,000 
striking workers at a meat mar 
ket.
The ' stoppage has tied up 97 
ships and held up thousands of 
tons of food—meat, butter, bacon 
and vegetables — on London 




VANCCOUVER (CP) — Charles 
Eversfield, 46-ycar-old account 
artt, will stretch his marathon wit­
ness box appearance into the 
eighth day Monday when he again 
goes under defence cross-exam­
ination in the Sommers' bribery- 
conspiracy trial" in Assize Court, 
Friday he .came under: Intense 
cross-examination by defence law­
yer J. R. Nicholson. Through it 
all he maintained his composure, 
answering questions, sometimes 
hesitatingly and sometimes al­
most crisply, but always method­
ically. . '
At times Mr. Nichdlson com­
plained, that the witness was not 
giving simple answers, that he 
was "making speeches.” Mr. Jus­
tice J. O. Wilson a number of 
times was required to instruct 
the witness to . try to keep his 
answers brief.
DENIES PRESSURE 
Eversfield, 46-ycar-old former 
bookkeeper for Pacific Coast 
Services Limited, one of four ac 
cused firms, denied, he had ever 
tried to pressure his former boss 
H. W. Gray, for $14,000 or a life­
time partnership in the firm. Ho 
said he had once tendered a part­
nership proposal, but maintained 
it was Gray's Idea,
Youths Turn Holiday 
Cruise Into A
PENNSVILLE, N. J. (AP)—Ideck chairs and broRen window 
Fired up by alcohol, youthful glass.
rioters tynted a holiday cruise] And the hqUdaj^^gs over for
dSwn'-Hlhe'>DeIayrarer-^ve:B’̂ w f w 7 ^
pandemonium' Friday, smashing trip by river was cancelled 
equipment aboard a crowded ex- Riverview Lines Incorporated 
yursion boat and injuring 15 pas- operator of the boat, chartered 
sengers. ' 50 buses to’, take them back to
The crew of the steamer State Philadelphia, 
of Pennsylvania had to^turn fire Police do not know how the 
hoses on the brawlers during the fight started. They said it in- 
35-mile trip down-river from Phil- volved between 200 and 300 peo- 
adelphia. pie, including some women. Even
Twenty state troopers and local the coast guard was called out
policemen were waiting here for ------ -
the vessel, a two-decker jammed in Rye. N.Y., 14 teen-agers 
to the gunwales with 1,880 Amer-L^g^g arrested on disorderly con- 
ican Memorial Day excursionists. Uynt charges when they stepped 
34 ARRESTED off an excursion boat at Play-
They arrested 34 male passen- jand amusement park, 
gers, about half of them Negro According to the crew of the 
and half .white. Police said the I gteamer John Meseck, which
senators. They voted 77 to 74 to 
support de Gaulle. Of this group 
the deputies split up 51 against 
de Gaulle and 44 in favor. 
OFFERS TO RESIGN
Later MoUet announced h« 
would resign as secretary-general 
of the party.
The 26 politicians who met with 
de Gaulle this afternoon repre­
sented the political spectrum in 
France from the Socialists to.the 
far right. Only the Communists 
were excluded.
After the morning meeting, op­
position to de Gaulle within the 
Socialist ranks began to crumble. 
Ramadier himself was. reported 
to have switched to de Gaulle.
Algerians Demonstrate 
In Favor Of De Gaulle
By JOHN BUSH
ALGIERS (Reuters) — Crowds 
assembled toddy for fresh demon­
strations for Gen. de Gaulle as 
Algerfa awaited his accession to 
power in France.
Longshoremen, hospital work­
ers and delegations from the 
suburbs joined in ̂ another .qf the 
displays • of" entffusiasra which 
haVe swept A l g e r i a  for two 
weeks.
Demonstrations in favor of de
GauUe continued Friday night as 
fighting speeches from military 
and civil leaders fired a crowd 
of 100,000 outside government 
headquarters.
Searchlights pierced the dark­
ness with a brilUant ” V” and 
red, white and blue neon lights 
Uluminated the govenuhent build­
ings, Rockets flared from’ th# 
rooftops in the biggest demon­
stration since the takeover move­
ment began here May 13,
Concern Spreads De Gaulle 
May Split West Alliance
fighters were egged on by alco-Lgiled from New York, the youths 
hoi. . u started fights with them and an-
The injured were treated at the jjoyed a number of passengers, 
dockside fbr black eyes, cuts andU radio call was sent to Wes>t- 
other minor ailments. None wasLjjggtgr police, who were on hand 
hurt seriously. • Iwhen the vessel docked.
The main deck of the boat, 
however, was a scene of de­
struction, littered with smashed
W infield Grads W in Main 
Awards In RHS Exercises
In another similar outbreak of 
teen-age holiday violence, some 
200 Negro and w h i t e  youths 
mixed it up at an amusement 
park in the southwestern Penn­
sylvania community of Chalfont. 
About 20 youths were hurt, two 
of them severely, in a 15-mlnute 
knife-flashing melee.
LONDON (AP) 
from London to India express 
anxiety that Gen. de Gaulle may 
split the Western alliance. Gov­
ernment leaders seem concerned, 
bui are reluctant ta  comment.
Certainly no one could object 
to de Gaulle playing a more in 
dependent role,” says the London 
Evening Standard, independent, 
“but the fervent hope of the West 
cm world must be that he will 
keep France within the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization,'




CHICAGO (AAP)—Thousands of 
mourner."! totlay (llwl silently past 
the bier of Samuel Cardinal
,70-year.ofd
Boman Catholic archbishop^ of 
Chicago will lie in state in Holy 
Name cathedral until the funeral 
Titjesday.  ̂ ' , , ' ,
Bella tolled as tnournera passed 
t h r o U g h the black-aiul-purple* 
draiied enlrnhces of the cathedral 
where the cardinal had »cr\"cd for 
18 years.' ,
David Swanson and Vemn 
Porter, both of Winfield, shared 
the siMtUght last night as 34 
students of Grade XU at Rutland 
High School were fetod In the 
onnual commencement' cxrclscs, 
that began with a banliuct at 5:30 
p.m. In the lunch room, moved 
over to (ho  ̂gymnasium for the 
program of awards and addresses 
and concluded in tho'auditorium 
M(rith h dance, winding up at 1 o.m. 
today.
Swanson, 18-ycnr-old son of 
Mrs. Linda Swanson, Winfield, 
was presented with the A. S. 
Matheson Scholarship (|2S0), do­
nated onnually by tho Kelowna 
District Teachers Association. 
Pre.sentatlon was made by Percy 
lilomford, chairman of the KDTA 
scholarship committee.
David also was presented with 
nn honor nward (for the third 
time), received honorable men­
tion for ncademlc progress, was 
presented with on athletic ttdrard 
(his fourth) and also a service 
nw'ard. Ho won live awards In all,
David intends to leave for the 
College of Education at UBC next
September to study for a high 
schoolteacher.
Miss Porter, also 18, and dnugh: 
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Alan Potter, 
Winfield, won foiir awards, In­
cluding the Women’s Institute 
Trophy, given nnnunlly to tho 
student adjudged tops , In home 
economics. She won on honor 
award, an ncademlc award (her 
fifth) and n Service nward (for 
the second time).
Other award wlncrs were: honor 
awards—Annio Holzman and Ix>r- 
clta Mannrln: academic' awards 
Annie Holzman (her fifth) Rudy 
Matheuszik; honorable mention—, 
Ernn Unger; service awards— 
Maureen Bruntjon, Howard John­
son, liorctta Mnnarln: athletic 
awards — Margaret FieUU-r (her 
fifth), Howard Johnson (his 
sixth), Ivorctta Mnnarin and Annie 
iilolzman; music awards—Richard 
Kitsch nnd John Bedinck; Junior 
Red Cross — Myrlam Swanson, 
Judy Takcnak. Ernn Unger and 
Mary Yokota. '
BISHOP SPEAKS 
Rt, Rev. A. H. Sovereign, re- 
Urc4 AngUcan bishop, Vernon,
V ' I V
.  ̂ ■ ' ■ 1
was guest speaker V>n both the 
commencement and banquet pro­
grams. Principal D. H, Campbell 
\;as chairman of tho former, 
while David Swanson, who is the 
vlce-prcsdent • of tho students’ 
council, was chairman of the 
banquet. The dinner was prepar­
ed and served by Uic members of 
tho Rutland-InsHtutc.
Among distinguished gposts Was 
C. E. Slndcn, chnirmitn of board 
of trustees of School District 23 
(Kelowna), who presented the 
school awards, replied to the 
toast to the school board during 
the bahqufct nnd addressed the 
graduates on behalf of tho trus­
tees. ■
Valedictorian was Miss Cynthia 
Russo* recently named ns Rut­
land's centonnlal queen.
Britain Takes 
Steps To Get 
Rid Of Smog
LONDON (Reuters) — Britain 
will take a big step this weekend 
to rid itself of smog, which per­
iodically blankets London and 
other cities during the winter 
months.. .
After Sunday It will be ah of-|groups from Victoria, Wc.st Van 
fence, punishable by fines up to couver nnd Vernon were chosen 
£100, to pollute the air by allow- Friday, night ns finalists in the 
ing thick, dark .smoke to come British Columbia drama lostlvnl. 
from any chimney in any part of Victoria T h e a t r e  Guild’s 
the country, “ Hands Across the Sea,” West
Every year In Britain 2,400,000 Vancouver Little Theatre's "How 
tons of smoke particles, half from lie Lied to Her Husband” and 
open domestic fires, onc-thlrdL„ excerpt from "Phoenix Too 
from Industrial chimneys nnd the i prequont” by Vernon Little The- 
rest from rnllrond engines n n d ^ e r e  chosen ns the best of 
power stations, goes into the n lr .h i shown since Wednc.sday at the 
Apart from the health aspect, „dny festival in/suburban 
nlr pollution is estimated to cost u^maby.




VANCOUVER (CP) — Theatre
“The French crisis, into which! 
the country has been plunged by 
officers in Algeria and which will 
not end with de Gaulle’s coming 
to power, has raised the danger 
of developing into a shattering of 
the Western alliance.”
West Berlin’s Der Tag, which 
Is close to Chancellor Adenauer’s 
Christian Democrat party, says 
de Gaulle would steer away from 
NATO and seek to make Europe
Newspapers "a third power between the two 
super states,” the United State* 
and the Soviet Union.
FRANCE BETRAYED” •
The pro-Soclalist paper Tele- 
graf In West Berlin says tH« 
world greets de Gaulle with skep­
ticism.
Stockholm’s Labor paper Afton- 
bladet says: "De Gaulle's regime 
is undemocratic. He represents a 
policy of force and l^hind the 
general stand m i l i t a r y  top 
names, elite forces and Algerian 
coloni.sts.”
In Italy the Communist paper
buildings.
W idow Saved 
From Facing 
Executioner







VICTORIA (CP) — A recom 
mendation to negotiate for a 
general wage increase of $10 n 
month was approved by the B.C. 
Registered Nurses Association 
convention hpre Friday.
The recommendation will be 
presented to all B.C, hosplta. 
boards shortly.
The new suggested minimum 
wage for first level posltlonii in 
nil fields Is $285 a month,
Tho 335 delegates also ogrecd 
to raise association fees to $27 
frqm $17.
L’Unita headlines; "The French 
republic betrayed.*'
” 'We are allies and friends bf 
France,’’ Adenauer commented 
at Hannover. “ In the present sit­
uation we Germans should sho)iv 
tactful and friendly restraint.” ► 
Danish Premier Hans C. Hail- 
send told pariiamcnl; he hop([s 
France will remain, democratic.'
Personal dictatorship by d® 
Gaulle wpuld mean "critical days 
are aheadt not only for Franco 
but for E u r o p o and North 
America,” says the Indian Ex­
press, published in Madras and 
Bombay,





. . .  AND lo w
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VICTORIA (CP) — The co,st of 
fighting nn unending series of 
TX)NDON (Reuters) r- Mrs.]forest f i r e s  throughout B.C. 
ary Wilson. 66-.Ycnr-old "Widow this y e a r - ' already Is well 
Windy Nook,” sentenced to over twice ns much ns approved 
death for the, murder of two of for the entire year by tlic pro­
ber three husband?, was re- vlnclnl Icglnlaturc. 
irlcvcd today, four days )>eforc With less than one month of 
er scheduled execution. She will the f(vc-month forest fire season 
serve a life sentence, pa.ssed the cost of fighting 681
Mrs. Wilson, from the vlUago fires haa reached $338,4.36. forest 
of Windy Nook in ndilhern Eng- service Officials said today, 
and, was convicted of murder- At thla Umc n yean ngo 454 
ng Oliver Leonard, 7a, her acc- fires hod cqst $12,753. '
husband, 13 days ntter General rain Friday through- 
marrying him, nnd of murdering pu t most parts of B,C. was np- 
her third husband. 76-ycar-old proved by forest Beryice officials, 
Ernest Wilson, 15 days after their who said tho one remaining bad 
marriage. Both murders were s|K>ti In the pVovlnco was Knm- 
carried out by phosphorous pots- loops where very dry conditions 
onlng. JeohUnue to exist.
GP Employees 
Accept O ffer
VANCOUVER (CP)-Tho Cana 
dinn Pacific Railway today con­
cluded agreements with union 
representatives of 700 non-strlk 
Ing employees of Its British Col 
umbin cnantal steamship service.
71)0 company said terms of the 
sottlcmcnt with tho r Brotherhood 
Of Railway and Steamship Clcrka, 
Freight llandleis Express and 
Station Emploj<ts wore Uit sumo 
ns tliose offered to the Seafarers 
International Union whose 350 
members employed by tho CPU 
Steamships w*nt on alriko iwq 
weeks ago, • >
It said foui new* agreements 
with the brotherhood call for nn 
eiglit-per-cent wage Increase nnd 
health and welfare contributions 
of $4.25 monthly In a two-jeor 
lOontract. \
BROCKVILLE, Ont. (CP).^ 
Real estate agent Rcho Martin, 
23, is to stand trial for one qt , 
the biggest bank robberies In 
Canadian history.
A dust-covered bank pass book 
h debris of the shattered Vault 
of the Brockville Trust nnd Sav­
ings Company, a key to a Mont­
real locker stuffed with stolen 
securities And ncntly-roUcd, coin# ' 
in Mnrllh'fl Montreal apartment 
convinccfl a moglstrnte, Friday 
there Is enough ovJdenco' to com* 
mlt Mortln to trlol for breaking 
and entering nnd theft,
1; jMcrtlil will remain In custody. 
I t ' I s  expected he will n ^ a r  S t 
the foil nisizcs of the jSupremo 
Court ol Ontario, scheduttd hero 
for mld-ISteptembcr.
TRIAL BY' JURY/ ,
No iippUe'nUoii) made for 
ball nnd wo defancr entered no 
plea; MlijHJn!' eloCtop. trlnl by
'^PollVdilfR^n^ tho robbery on 
the weekend, of May 3 tho 
ivorit of at leost flv« .perpops who 
golncd entry by . nutllng « hole 
through tho celling. RMsirly n ton 
of equipment' wa$ left )>ehiod at* 
lor tho robbery*
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France's
Interest
Crisis O f Definite 
To The Free W orld
1 w .. .
• Cencrol dc Gaulle or civil war! 
t Seventy million Frenchmen have had to 
Jacc this propoviiioh witliin Uic past week. It 
<tvas the ultimatum delivered—with apologies 
r - to  the Fr(jneh parliament by President
flcnc Coty.
• First, the move was unprecedented for a 
trench president, whose powers arc much 
l^estrictcd by the country's constitution.
• Second, it served to emphasize clearly the 
^ave situation facing the world’s senior rc-
public. ' . . .
• On the surface at least President Coty had 
ho other alternative. What he did was for 
Jhc good of the country, as he saw it, and 
primarily, to stave off civil war.
• And civil war in France could be the 
Jneans of involving the whole world in a 
global conflict so horrible that even thought 
of such a disaster stuns the imagination.
1 This is because of France's close connec­
tion with Algeria, on another continent; be­
cause of the lustful desire of the French 
Pommunists to gain power by any pretext 
In the mother country; because civil war could 
ttir extreme elements in Morocco and Tun­
isia into action that would draw Arabs from 
the east, Russians from the northeast and 
Americans from the west into hostility.
; Perhaps no man in the present French 
crisis knows this better than President Coty, 
who is highly regarded in the councils of the 
^orld. And no man has faced the situation 
with more candor or firm respect for law 
and order than dc Gaulle himself.
I Part of his program, de Gaulle said, would 
be reform of the constitution.
He said he would submit a changed con- 
Ititution to the country in a referendum. 
Changes notably would concern balance of 
powers in the administration between the 
fcxecutive end the legislature and France’s 
relations with its overseas territories.
1 Also, at one lime, in the past, de Gaulle 
isas known to favor a form of French Com­
monwealth of Nations.
; This latter includes Algeria and to under­
stand Algeria one must understand the his­
tory of France’s activity there.
. Algeria was first explored and settled by 
France in the hey-day of world pioneering, 
during which period, they excelled even 
England in colonization, by the simple pro­
cess- of building the European community 
tdohgside the native quarters, relying on at- 
ttacUdhj tO’Hmprcss changes into tlw natiyo - 
vyay of life,V while, at the same tiihe protect­
ing the rights of the natives.
. However, in Algeria, Arabs, not Berbers 
(the latter are the North African natives) in­
cited the population to violence over the 
years and the Third Republic was forced to 
light momentous and bloody battles not only 
fo hold their “possessions” but to protect 
even their women and children, many of 
whom were slaughtered by the Moslems. 
Meanwhile, the yicious Touareg—celebrated 
in tales qf the French Foreign Legion—plied 
banditry and murder in the desert.
* One of the greatest tributes Fmnce ever 
paid itself was the finalizing of this constant 
conflict with the Touareg: with great skill 
fmd ingenuity, French leaders reformed these
desert killers, gave them specially-trained 
camels and established the former marauders 
into camel-mounted policemen. To this day 
they arc the civil arm of the French govern 
ment.
In addition, French engineers niadc the 
deserts bloom by means of artesian wells 
pipelines and modern methods oi cultivation 
They cleaned up many “holes” in the far- 
tlung desert empire and they introducer 
iiighways, railways, building, traffic laws and 
all the other “good” things of the European 
world. At no time did France interfere with 
native culture, religion or education.
In all of this process, however, uppermost 
in every Algerian-Frcnchman’s mind was the 
thought that Algeria, of the three sections of 
Barbary—Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia— 
Algeria was very singularly French. French 
generals during the horrible battles fought 
against the Arabs and Touaregs swore they 
never again would yield an inch of Algerian 
soil—Frenchmen from that day to this have 
regarded Algeria as a province of France, 
as particularly French, as having nothing to 
do with any other polity.
Today, if dc Gaulle takes power and lives 
up to his promises of a square deal for all, 
it seems the Moslems themselves, notably 
' the Berbers, will agree to call themselves 
Frenchmen, thus giving France in Algeria, 
10,000,000 French citizens, rather than 1,- 
000,000 Frenchmen and 9,000,000 natives.
This is a key issue in the Algerian upris­
ing which supports dc Gaulle.
Meanwhile, in France itself, de Gaulle has 
long opposed the Reds. The army and other 
forces, who, in the main, support the Gen­
eral who saved the country’s ̂ honor in the 
Second World War, agree with de Gaulle in 
their hatred of |hc Communists. For this 
alone, many Frenchmen will support the 
austere, mysterious man, who believes Cora 
munism must be suppressed by authoritarian 
rule pending revision of the constitution.
There are those who claim de Gaulle is a 
Fascist.
This is not true. But he is an authoritarian, 
which is a horse of another color. Am 
Frenchmen have an intense dislike for su­
preme direction under whatever name.
On ithc other hand, it will take wise au 
thority and clear-headed, unhindered think­
ing and planned to lead France out of its 
parliamentary stupidities of almost 50 years: 
25 vgovernmente between World War One. 
and the Second World War, and another 25 
governments from the. Second World War 
up to now.
The situation has never been stable and 
even great statesmen .like Pflimlin and 
Mendes-France were unable to weather tbe 
difficulties; Pflimlin himself moved for con­
stitutional change.
Perhaps, in an authoritarian setup, for a 
time at least, France’s “man of destiny”— 
General Charles de Gaulle—may find the 
right answers through which the world’s 
senior republican democracy may return to its 
former great status.
If he fails, or, if he does in truth, turn die 
tator—it will be an unhappy day for the 
whole wide world.
O H A W A  REPORT
N eed Change 
Housing
By FATSICK NICHOLSON 
(Specially Writtea for The 
Kelowna Daily Courier)
the high Interest rale of CMHC 
mortgages, criticized hy Ttmls* 
kamlng's Arnold Peters; as the
OTTAWA — "My Government IfaUure of the CMHC program to
will continue to promote a vigor­
ous program of house building," 
promised Governor-General Mas­
sey in his speech from the throne 
when opening the new Parlia­
ment this month.
This \yas the first item of new 
legislation to receive the atten­
tion of Parliament. During the 
debate, the small opposition 
swamp^ tiro massed ranks of the 
government with a flood of large­
ly justified criticism of our nU' 
Uonal home-building program.
.^s was inevitable in the very 
early days of a new Parliament, 
some of the protesters had failed 
to do their homework, so their 
comments brought to mind that 
old saying, that Tt Is better to 
keep your mouth shut and be 
thought a fool, than to open It 
and remove all doubt.”
But there remained ample 
grounds upon which the govern­
ment attracted criticism from 
tliosc opposition members who
provide mortgage loans in amall 
cemmunities, criticized by Fort 
William’s Hubert Badanai; as the 
failure of the CMHC experts to 
recommend steps to make safe 
the outmoded firctraps created 
by electrical gadgetry. criticized 
by Timmins* hlui^o Martin.
Siwcifieally, the cabinet could 
profitably study the figures quoted 
by West Kootenay’s Bert Her- 
ridge, who doffed his jester’s cap 
Around 81 per cent of all Cana- 
and bells to make a telling speech, 
dians who filed income tax re­
turns in the 4ast rc{X)rted year 
earned incomes of less than $3,000 
he said. But of the would-be home­
owners who were cnabltsd to bor­
row government mortgages, only 
four-tenths of one per cent were 
in the under-$3,000 income brac­
ket.
HALT SPECULATION
Of the many possible steps 
which would result in cheaper
had studied the problems. iThe 
most obvious point was the rail-
MAKING THE TAIL WAG THE DOG
homes, the most effective might 
be for the government to order
Claims B.C. Electric
Vast W enner-G ren
pro-VANCOUVER (CP)-CCF pi 
vincial leader Robert Strachan
i \
Probably no Okanagan product has re­
ceived more editorials in a shorter period of 
fimo than sparkling cider has during the past 
10 days. With this being the centennial year 
U is fitting that B.C. should develop a pro- 
(Juct, the first of its kind ever to be mer­
chandised in Canada.
• In the publicity to date there have been 
pertain misconceptions whiclv have tended 
to get the product off \ol a poor start. That 
iho sparkling eider should be compared to 
Fecr either for its qualities or its price is 
wrong. Sparkling cider is undiluted clarified 
apple’ juice which has been fermented and 
Carbonated. It is a light refreshing drink with 
an alcoholic content of 1 0 '/j‘/< as compared 
with for beer. The costs arc necessarily 
higher on cider because up to the fcfmcnta- 
tion process expenditures for raw materials
are higher than for beer.
V To compare the production of cider 
with that of the British variety Is also wrong, 
fcidcr In England has been produced for 
Centuries. Special cider varieties of apples 
higlv in tannin are grown but no culturnl prac- 
liccs such as spraying, thinning of irrigating 
Frc used so that production costs arc mini­
mal. With a number of cider plants supply­
ing 35 limes the population pf B.C. cpngMt- 
In ono-seventh of the (ireu, distribution
costs ftre much k\wcr. , „ ,
t '  Here in the Okanagan Valley there is 
|u itc  a different siiWllon. All varieties of
apples are dessert types grown specifically 
tor the fresh fruit market. The strength of the 
grower owned processing company has be6 n 
the ability to develop processed products 
from this type of fruit. The continuing long 
term objective of this company has been to 
'•cvelop products which will improve the 
returns for the raw product.
Over the twelve year history of B.C. Fruit 
Processors Ltd. all surplus fruit amounting 
10 scime 300,000 tons or 15,000,000 boxes 
have been processed and five million dollars 
returned to the growers while building up 
five modern plants. Thus the B.C. fruit in­
dustry has utilized tremendous tonnages of 
fruit which otherwise would have been wast­
ed. New developments such as cider shc#d 
help the processing company to eliminate the 
lower earning obsolescent products such as 
dehydrated apples and to accept more of the 
less desirable fruit from the fresh market, 
Many hurdles have been crossed In the 
development of the sparkling cider to date 
but the management of both the processing 
company and the brewery arc most optimistic 
with the quality of the product. The com­
plete laboratory facilities of Calgary Brewing 
Co,—new owners of Princeton Brewing Co. 
—have been offered for fVirthcr research and 
'development. Undoubtedly there will be more 
problems to face but it would appear tliat the 
n.C. Fruit Industry has come up with 
winner.
suggested Friday that the B.C 
Electric Company is actively In­
volved in the proposed Wenner- 
Qren power development In north­
ern British Columbia.
While this has been sold to the 
public as a separate venture, 
there can now bo little doubt that 
the B.C. Electric Company is an 
interested party,” Mr. Strachan 
told the opening session of his 
party's annual convention here.
He cited testimony by Gen. A. 
G. L. McNaughton. C a n a d i a,n 
chairman of the International 
J^n t Commission, before a Com­
mons committee In Ottawa.
Gen. McNaughton said the Brit­
ish ’Thompson-Huston firm, sur­
veying the Peace River trench for
would be the retail agency if 
power from the Peace came to' 
the lower mainland.
CLAIMS NO SURPRISE
It was “not surprising,” Mr. 
Strachan continued, to read press 
renorW that a , high B.C. Electric 
official was accompanying a Wen­
ner-Gren agent on a trip to Eng­
land to discuss with engineers the 
Wenner - Qren power develop­
ments.
The IXIF leader did not identify 
the official.
Mr. Strachan devoted much of 
his report to the B.C. Electric, 
one of Canada’s largest ■ corpora­
tions. and the B.C. Telephone 
Company — companies which he 
said should be taken over by the 
government.
B.C. governments in the past 
had always “In some mysterious 
I way” adopted power policies 
[which suited the purpose of the 
B.C. Electric.
It had often been said and never
denied that the B.C. 
made large donations to cam­
paign funds of Social Credit, the 
party now In power. ^
The Issue in the next provin­
cial election, expected 'ip IMO, 
was vfcry. clear, "the people can 
either vote for the B.C. Electric 
or vote for the CCF, and we think 
it is time the B.C; Electric lost 
an election.” .
KNOCKS “BOOK VALVE
Mr., Strachan referred to pub­
lished reports which he said indl 
cated the CCF would need $400,'
Electric 090,000 to $480,000,000 to take over 
the B.C. Electric. He said that 
was only the' ‘ book value” which 
the company had placed on it­
self, and I n c l u d e d  borrowed 
money. Expropriation would not 
r e q u i r e  such an “enormous" 
amount,
Mr. Strachap said moves by 
utilities concerns to “increase 
their iincome by millions of dol­
lars at the expense of the con­
sumer” could have been more 
effectively controlled if CCF pol­
icy had been accepted by the gov­
ernment.
urc of the crown-owned Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corpora­
tion to promote truly low-cost 
housing today. In place of the 
fancy-Dan split-level and ginger­
bread homes financed by the tax­
payers’ money yet which are 
aimed exclusively at buyers with 
an average Income at the un­
representative level of $5,943 per 
year.
WHAT CANADA NEEDS
Today’s need is to provide dur­
able basic housing, .without, the 
frills, at a cost which is within 
the means of the average work­
er. The government hires hun' 
dreds of “experts” in housing to 
advise how this could be done, 
but so far appears td have re­
ceived no effective advice irom 
them. For a start, the govern­
ment might practice that histori­
cal remedy, of firing one in ten of 
those high-priced but Inexpert 
"experts” in CMHC “pour cncour- 
ager les autres.” This example 
would perhaps encourage the re­
maining nine-tenths to sharpen 
their pencils and study with 





VANCOUVER (CP) — An 18- 
month sentence imposed at Kam­
loops on James Gilbert Antoine 
for robbery with violence was re­
duced by B.C. Court of Appeal 
Thursday to 11 months, dating 
from March 20.
Antoine was convicted of at­
tacking and robbing a man o: 
$160 on an Indian reserve near 
Kamloops.
The sentence was reduced so 
that Antoine's wife will not lose 
the war-veteran's allowance of 
$00 a month which would have 
been cut off at tho end of 12 
months imprisonment although 
the allowance would be restore! 
on his release from prison.
BIBLE BRIEF
I aU were made by Him
'S iy 'tc a c lie ra  of' hlsto^ used 
»  toy that life was n chemical 
Addcnt. No Intelligent person 
«peats that lunacy now. Blolo- 
understand the Inllnite wm- 
^ x ity  of Ilf?.
: f a m e d , MVSKtM
ntes from 1735, when Parlla- 
ttcnt made grants for purchase 




mended to Its 75,000 members 
Tliuniday that they dliicontlnuc 
making U-turns In cities and pop- 
ntated areas vin the Interosta of 
safely.*'
At a bonrd\of directors meet 
Ing 1 n Vancouver, chairman 
Harry Dukcr of the highways 
committee proposed tho rccom
n , LADNEU, B.C. (CPV -  Mrs. 
„„lA U ce Urneseke of Vancouver, 
who said she was Ladner’s May 
Queen 01 .vcnr.s a^o, crowned this 
year’s queen, Colleen Weaver, in 
the aimual May parade here, 
Mrs. Drncseko is tlic former 
Alice Udner. of tho family which 
gave tlio village Its name,
INDIANS LEAVE SCHOOL 
VICTORIA (CP) EducaUonl 
department officials are con­
cerned over tho number of B.C. 
native Indian , .students quitting 
school as soon as they reach thi 
legal age of 16.
The department has sent- a 
directive to s c h o o l  boards 
throughout B.C. ndvlslrig them to 
encourage Indian students to con- 
tlriue their education and request­
ing principals to pay special, at­
tention to integration of as many 
Indian students ns pbsslble.
What we would like to see la 
more Indian children continue 
school and go on to high school," 
an official said, “Some are doing 
this of course, but the number 
falls far short of what we think 
t should be.”
EDMONTON (CP) — Elemen­
tary g e o g r a p h y  in Canadian 
schools has suffered in the last 
30 years from “neglect leading 
almost to stagnation,” says Dr. 
ITevor Lloyd.
The noted geographer joins 
those "who decry the inability of 
modern youth to pinpoint on the 
map this place or tiwt with the 
supposed speed and accuracy of 
their elders."
Dr. Lloyd, chairman of the 
geography department at New 
Hampshire’s Dartmouth College, 
gave his presidential address to 
the C a n a d i a n  Association of 
Geographers Thursday night.
LACK OP TEACHERS 
A former elementary school 
teacher, he said geography’s 
neglect In tho classroom that is 
generally recognized has been 
due to' an almost ’total lack of 
qualified teacHers. To make mat­
ters worse, there were for many 
years no modern textbooks pre­
pared especially for, use In Cana­
dian schools by authors who wore 
themselves geography teachers.’ 
Adding to the problem. Dr. 
Lloyd said, ia the fact that cur­
riculum planners have left ele­
mentary geography b e c o m e  
“lost" in the newly-created sub­
ject, social studies. Alberta has 
become “one of the main temples 
of this heresy." he added.
. . .  It never seemed to mo 
that sound educational theory re­
quired one to spiny young minds 
with a random sample of history, 
geography, economics, sociology, 
and current events made up 
largely of newspaper chit-chat, 
the ' whole spiced with a warm 
glow of civic virtue.”
DOESN’T WORK 
He said this treatment doesn’t 
work-^nnd never has worked. In 
fact, as originally prescribed, it 
Ihns scarcely been tried.
“What has happened Is that
history of a sort has been taught, 
interrupted by occasional dabs of 
the kind of geography that is a 
mixture of place names, intimate 
tales of what Bongo Bongo does 
with his spare time in the Congo, 
and the techniques for achieving 
the Impossible culinary feat of 
aking a convincing relief map
10 YEARS AGO 
May. 1948
The CPR has, ,announced the 
-j opening of a new, modern city 
ticket office here on June 1, to 
handle increased rail, steamship 
and air passenger traffic which 
has resulted from the rapid 
growth of Kelowna and surround­
ing district.
’ 20 YEARS AGO 
May, 1938
In connection with raids on 
premises where liquor is kept for 
sale or sold contrary to law, pro­
vincial police In PenUcton state 
that in future the names of those 
found frequenting such premises 
will be given in court, and the 
general public.
the CMHC to create. In all big 
communities, a supply of serviced 
building lots at cost price. 'Dlls , 
would have the effect of reducing 
the presently outrageously in­
flated price of competing vacant 
lots. The average lot price has 
risen in the past ten years from 
$523 to $2,443, evidence of the un- 
:ustified and exorbitant profits 
being made by speculators in a 
country where there should never 
be a shortage of land.
The government might also con­
sider establishing a regular and 
mple supply of mortgage money 
at a cheaper rate. It is borrow­
ing from the public by the sale of 
government bonds yielding less 
than 4V4 per cent. Why should the 
government not borrow at the 
same rate on “Government Hous­
ing Bonds" -— which Is exactly 
what National Housing Act mort­
gages are—and lend this at cost, 
including charges, say 5 per cent 
In place of the present 6 per cent 
niortgages?
And when will some government 
take steps to halt the long post­
war racket whereby loan sharks 
lend money on second mortgages 
at a discount, thus dodging the 
tax coUector to obtain a bogus 
yet tax-free “capital gain"?
The Liberal Government was 
asleep at the swtlch to permit 
these abuses to grow up while it 
was in office but obviously not 
in power. The Conservative Gov­
ernment Is allowing its “advisers” 
to sleep, instead of informing it of 
these abuses which they must 
know should be corrected.
CHILD fa v o r it e
The word “doU" for children's 
toys is believed to haye^come 
from the old Norse word daul, 
meaning woman. __
Eil-f Africa out of flour and salt 
“It is now almost universally 
agreed that the children have in 
fact learned little good history, 
and less geography,"
Dr. Lloyd’s address prepared 
the 50 geographers meeting here 
for their Saturday symposium on 
the place of geography in Cana­
dian schools. The subject’s role in 
Ontario, Alberta and British Col­
umbia schools will be specially 
considered.________ , •
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30 YEARS AGO 
May, 1928 
Mr. W. H. Robertson, provin­
cial horticulturist, arrived in the 
city on Sunday and has taken up 
his duties under the Committee 
of Direction to whom his serv­
ices have been lent bj' Hon. E. 
D. Barrow, Minister of Agrlcul 
ture.-^
40 YEARS AGO 
May. 1918
Mrs. J. W. Jones and Miss 
Gertie Hunter represented Kel­
owna at the branch meeting of 
the W.M.S. of the Methodist 
church at New Westminster. 
The WMS had raised $9,926 for 
the Methodist missions. .
*raAT EXPERT TOUCH 
IHAT MEANS SO MUCH
We adjust, repair, rebuild 
all t^ e s  of machines.
New and Second Hand 
Typewriters for sale.
O.K. TYPEWRITERS
Sales and Service 
251 BERNARD AVE. 
PHONE 3200
50 YEARS AGO 
May, 1008
From an advertisement of 
Hewetson a n d  Mantle, Real 
Estate, Fire Insurance, Loans: 
We have a few beautiful lake 
lots for sale at $800. Very easy 
terms.
HIGHWAY DEATHS UP
VICTORIA (CP) — B. C. high­
way deaths increased 100 per 
cent in April over the same 
month last year, tho motor ve­
hicle branch said Thursday.
Twenty persons were killed on 
B.C. highways last month. In 
April. 10.57, 10 persons were
killed: Tho number of accidents 
also IncreJiscd over April last 
year but the number of Injuries 
decreased. ^
In the first four months ot this 
year there hpvo been 70 highway 
deaths, an increase of^aovem 
2,602 Injuries, ah Increase of 1(» 







MBS Ellis St. 
Opposite the Post Offlee
i
CARTI.EOAR. n.C. (CPj 
coroner’s Jury returned a closed 
verdict in tho death of William 
Podovinlkoff.^\21. of nrUUant 
killed May 17 when his truck colmcnrtatton because of "contoslpK - . ~  -
retpilatlons In the provtoclal Mo-jlidcd ’
tor Vehicles Act' concerning U-lLastlegnr. RCMP said the case la
turns. Istill “under Invcstlgallon,’’
VANCOUVER (CP) — f'oUco 
confiscated a car which atruck 
and EllghUy injured a threc-ywr- 
old boy here Wednesday. TTho 
car, police said, was lacklrig 
pedals on clutch, brake _a«« 
accelerator, the brakea mnX 
work, there were no floor boarda 
or hand brake, the transmission 
wasn’t bolted to tho car and there 







Taken by our photographer 
It la easy to get souvenir
Shotoa of the Umc you were in u  news. Send them to your 
friends or pul them In your 
album.
Large Olotay OH x 8ti 
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Kelowna Beverages
LTD.
1311 ELLI8 »T. PHONE Ux»
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B R IT IS H  C O L U M B IA  
R ID E S  A  S T A R
h y  V e r a  Kelsey
A Vivid and absorbing a<x:ount of the land and 
people of British Columbia by a well-known \  
author of international repute.
By ship, train, van and afoot Vera Kelsey 
went everywhere and presents here a com­
prehensive picture of Canatla’s most 
beautiful province as it »  today. ,














Over 250 Boy Scouts Attending 
Annual Camp At Thompson Flats
Kelowna delegate to the firstling 10 Kelowna and district 
conference of the B.C. Associa-'troops, are currenUy holding a 
U » o< Ch„ts. C,u„-|
C.'ls and United Funds will be J.l T^is jg the fifth annual camp 
Roberts, executive secretary of sponsored by the Central Okan-
Over 250 Boy Scouts represent- and trophies. Cups will be award- 
............  ■ ‘ ■ cd for the best ' ’A” class patrol;
“ It's an 111 wind that blows no 
man to good," had its illustra­
tion at Thursday's Regatta meet­
ing.
Feelings ran high as Ken Hard­
ing, speaking for the Kinsmen, 
demanded an explanation and 
apology for the Regatta float's 
non-appearance in the Courtenay 
Kinsmen convention parade over 
the Victoria Day weekend.
Regatta chairman. Mayor R. 
F. Parkinson, started out by de­
ploring the circumstances that 
resulted in the oversight, then 
issued an expression of annoy­
ance at the way "everybody
criticizes us. but nobody wants to 
do - anything about helping out 
with the float."
The "good" that rose out of 
the hassle is the possibility that 
the Jaycecs may take over future 
management of the float and 
ensure its fulfillment of commt- 
ments. The Regatta committee 
will write the active young civic 
group and Bob Kerr will person­
ally convey his recommendation 
to the membership.
The Kinsmen were inclined to 
take a dim view of the non-ap­
pearance of the float, in view of 
the fact that the Kelowna body of
HONOR FALLEN COMRADES
Whizzbangs Parade Sunday 
As Part Of Annual Reunion
The remnants of two famous Regiments, by a Whizzbang to be 
cavalry regiments will be repre-j named, and the reply by Dick 
sented at Kelowna centotaph on Hartwick; the guests, by btan 
Sunday at 2:00 p.m., when the Thornber, and reply W-.J- N.
veterans of two world wars hold 
R memorial service for their 
fallen.
Angle, son of the late Brig. Harry 
Angle, former CO of the BCDs. 
Brigadier Murphy of Vancouver,
Under the command of Briga- a former commanding officer of 
dier W. C. Murphy, CBE. DSO.,thc BCDs. will address the mern- 
ED, members of the "Whizz- bership as a banquet finale, fol 
bangs" association will march 
from the Canadian Legion to the 
cenotaph for the service, follow­
ed by a banquet and reunion. The 
veterans' group is comprised of 
former members of the 2nd CMRs 
end the Ninth Armored Regiment 
(BCD', valley regiments which 
served actively in the First and 
Second World Wars, respectively.
The reunion, the twenty-fourth 
since the organization was form­
ed after the First World War, 
under the late Col. G. D. "Whizz- 
bang” Johnston, will be under 
the chairmanship of this year’s 
president, P. F. Hilborn of Kel­
owna.
PIPE B.AND
Registering at the Legion from 
Sunday noon, the vets will fall in 
at 1:45 and march down Bernard 
Avenue to the music of the Cana­
dian Legion pipe band, arriving 
at the City Park cenotaph at 2 
p.m.
Rev. R. S. Letch, Legion padre, 
vzill conduct the remembrance 
service, and president Hilborn 
will lay a wreath.
■ Toasts at the banquet will in­
clude: the. Queen and fallen com­
rades, by President Hilborn: the
lowed by entertainment.
The afternoon business will in­
clude a general meeting, a group 
picture and a get-together period. 
Main item of business will be the 
election of officer.s and choice of 
site for next year's meeting.
Youths Placed In 
Parental Custody
Two Winfield boys — aged 15 
and 13 — were remanded in the 
custody of their parents until 
next Thursday when they appear­
ed in juvenile police court on a 
charge of breaking and enj^ering 
and theft at a Winfield service 
station.
A tire and cigarets comprised 
most of the loot.
The older boy also faced a sec­
ond charge arising out of an in­
cident that occurred two nights 
before the service station was 
entered. He was fined $10 for 
being unlawfully intoxicated.
; He told Judge Donald White he 




RUTLAND: The Rutland Park 
Society elected a new executive 
at the adjourned annual meeting,
held In the park pavilion. The 
new officers are president, John 
Ivcns; vice-president, Albcrt Bei- 
tel; secretary, Mrs. Alex Bell; 
treasurer, Mrs. U. Stiftcr.
Ihe meeting also set up com­
mittees to handle the various 
<park activities, the chairmen 
only being designated, each one 
to organize his or her own com­
mittee members.
The following wore chosen: 
swimming pool. Mrs. M. For­
sythe: dances, Albert Beitel: re­
freshment; Mrs. M. Wostradow- 
skl: maintenance, Paul Bach; 
softball, Rudy Runzer; baseball. 
Art Gray: little league, Walter 
Mallach.
The meeting discussed a pro­
posal for an early opening of the 
swimming pool, but eventually 
decided not to open it until the 
last day of school. The meeting 
was In favor of trying out the 
open air dance floor for another 
dance to see if there was suffic­
ient interest to justify the park 
society acquiring the floor from 
xthc centennial committee, who 
^wcrc considering disposing of the 
lumber. The meeting, Which Was 
one of the best attended In years, 
indicating increased interest in 
the park due to the work done id 
connection with the centennial, 
the park being Rutland*.s project. 
Percy Wolfe, retiring president, 
declined election for another 
term, after serving several years 
in that iwsltion.
Tlio .society la adverti,sing for 
a watchman to live rent free 
in the cabin on the park prap-
erty.The finances of the society 
were reviewed and passed at 
the original annual meeting, held 
on April 15. A' revised report by 
the treasurer, Mrs. M. Forsythe, 
indicated that the balance in 
hand was now down to about $175. 
■The choice of a lifeguard for the 
pool will be made by the execu­
tive at a meeting to be held in 
the latter part of June.
Mrs. N. McLaughlin is attend­
ing the biennial convention of 
Women’s Institutes of British Cĉ  
lumbia, being held at the Uni­
versity of B.C., in Voncouver this 
week. Mrs. McLaughlin is the 
official delegate from the Rut­
land Women’s Institute.
Mrs. J. Anton and Mrs. A. W. 
Gray went to Kamloops on Thurs­
day to attend a mothers and 
daughters tea, held by the Wo­
men's Auxiliary of the Royal In­
land Hospital, in connection with 
the graduation being held this 
week.
the service club had committed 
the float to the parade, and the 
Courtenay parade committee had 
built their turnout around the 
Regatta theme.
The only saving grace, accord­
ing to Mr. Harding, was the job 
done by Lady-of-the-Lake Heather 
Watson and Mrs. Stan Matthews, 
who showed up sans float, and 
did such a good job of selling 
Kelowna to the delegates that the 
I960 convention will be held in 
the Orchard City.
Mayor Parkinson pointed out 
that he had been entirely un­
aware of the float’;' non-arrival 
until after it returned back to 
j Kelowna.
"The only reason the float went 
Ito the Island at all." ho said, 
“was because the Kinsmen had 
asked for it. We had every inten­
tion of putting it in the Courtenay 
parade.”
Mayor Parkinson went on to 
describe the float as "ten years 
of headache," undertaken by the 
Regatta committee every year, 
with all the attendant expense 
and trouble, but benefitting the 
whole city by its operation. 
VALLEY PROJECT 
The other organizations in the 
city who received increased rev­
enue and prestige from the float’s 
publicity-garnering were loathe 
to assist in its upkeep or opera­
tion, he said.
When asked if other groups had 
ever been approached about 
lending a hand, he snorted: 
"That would be the biggest waste 
of time I could imagine.” He 
qualified his statement by saying 
that the other organizations all 
had their fill of projects, but sug­
gested that the Okanagan Valley 
Tourist Association might take 
over the float as a valley project.
Dr. Walter O’Donnell agreed 
heartily with Mayor Parkinson 
that the men who made the profit 
from the float’s appearances 
should help pay for it.
Mrs. Freda Woodhouse sugges­
ted the float be put on a business 
like basis, with the crew who 
handled it paid for their duties, 
but Mayor Parkson said the float 
would "never stir out of town,, in 
that event.
Dave Chapman did not agree 
with the idea of having the other 
valley cities join in with the oper­
ation of the float,, since he felt its 
main value was the fact it adver­
tised a specific event, the Regat 
ta. He said thp float should be 
operated on a voluntary basis, 
as it has been, but with some 
more responsibility shown in its 
fulfilment of commitments. .
The entire committee was 
unanimous in agreeing to ap­
proach the Jaycees in connection 
with helping out in , the matter, 
and passed a motion to that 
effect. They decided to send let­
ters of apology to the Kinsmen.
The float received the prize 
at Nanaimo and Victoria as the 
“best out of town” entry.
Kelowna Community Chest.
The parley will be held in Trail 
June 5. Twenty communities are 
expected to be represented, in­
cluding delegations from Van­
couver Island and Greater Van­
couver.
A constitution for the new as­
sociation has been prepared, and 
will be submitted for approval.
Aims of the association, which 
will exercise no control over 
member chests, was outlined by 
W. D. Crowder, secretary treas­
urer of the Trail and District 
V/elfare Society.
"We hope to exchange inform­
ation on campaign plans and
agan Boy Scout Association. Dur­
ing the three day.s the various 
troops will comiwte for shields
techniques, co-ordinate province- 
v;ide publicity and consider 
methods of budgetting services,” 
he said.
TWO CITIES
The Hague is the scat of gov­
ernment for Holland, but Amster­
dam is the capital of the king­
dom.
NORTHERN ISLES
Spitsbergen, a group of Dan­
ish-ruled islands in the Arctic 
Ocean, was discovered by the 




LUMBY — A combined social 
gathering of the Knights and 
Sisters of the Pythian Lodgek 
was held in honor of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. Hamilton who are leaving 
Lumby. Mr. Hamilton has been, 
during the past four years, RCMP 
constable in the Lumby division, 
and is now assigned to the Revel­
stoke detachment as senior con-; 
stable.
During the evening dancing and' 
games were engaged in, and pre­
sentations made to Mr. and Mrs. 
Hamilton. The Sisters supplied 
and served the refreshments. The 
best wishes and goodwill was ex­
pressed by all present.
Mr. Hamilton spoke highly of 
their stay in Lumby. He said 
they could not leave so many 
good friends without a feeling of 
regret.
the best "B” class patrol; camp- 
craft. best troop; best organized 
troop, and the best troop kit.
On Sunday, scores of parents 
are expected to visit the camp. 
The time of 2 p.m. has been de­
clared "visiting period", and la 
ter parents will be able to wit­
ness the closing ceremony.
Signs on the road will indicate 
the route to the camp. Starting 
at the Okanagan Mission Com­
munity Hall, there will bo "cam- 
jx)rctto” signs along the route.
The first camp sponsored by 
the Central Okanagan group was 
held at Cedar Creek in 1954. The 
next two years it was held at Oil 
Well Flats, in East Kelowna; in 
1957 at Mercer Flats, Okanagan 
Mission, and for the past two
ye»rs at miompson Mali.
, Troops along with names ot 
their Scoutmaster attending tho 
camps art; First Pcachla'nd, 
Scoutmaster Bud Sismey: First 
Westbank, Scoutmaster Howard 
Maxon; First Okanagan Mission, 
Scoutmaster Ross Lemmon; First* 
Bcnvoulin, Scoutmaster Ernlv 
Day; First East Kelowna, Scout­
master George Porter; First Rut* 
land. Scoutmaster Bertram Chi* 
Chester; First Glenmorc, Scout* 
master Gordon Spencer; First 
Kelowna, Scoutmaster Dcs Os* 
well; Third Kelowna, Scout* 
master David Lommer; Fourth 
Kelowna, Scoutmaster Charles 
Adams.
MOMPr ifrtovtr suRttct IS m  vecitmAMoaofsmiinmjot
ruAT w t
E. WINTER
Plumbing & Heating 
Ltd.
527 Bernard Ave. Phone 2100
REGISTRATION
RURAL SCHOOLS
Final registration for pupils entering grade one In 
Rural Schools in September, 1958, will take place 
in each school, June 11th, front 2.00 to 5:00 p.in.
F. MACKLIN, Secretary-Treasurer, 
School District No. 23,
Kelowna, B.C.
LOYALIST ORIGIN
Shores of the Buy of Quinte in 
Eastern Ontario were first set­





OTTAWA (CP) — Agriculture! 
Minister Harkness today threw 
cold water on suggestions calling 
for a floor price for British Col-| 
umbia and Central Canada straw­
berries.
He said in the Commons, In re­
ply to W. Harold Hicks (PC— 
Fraser Valley), that B.C. pro­
ducers now arc assured of a fair 
price for their strawberries.
Prices would continue to be 
fair, he said; unless there was a 
sharp rise in production. This! 
was unlikely because of dry wea­
ther so far in Western Canada.
Replying to W. H. McMillan 
(L—Welland), he said that there 
appears to be no nece.ssity so far 
this season for a floor price under 




Phono your carrier Tint 
Then if your Courier is nô , 




And a copy will bo 
detpatched to you at once
rtib iqMctal delivciy iwtirlco 
is HtftUabto nlghlljr b e t^ n  
7t00 p.m. and 7t30 p.m.
ALAN and BEA ELLIOT




/  (Formerly operated by Mr, Lewis
SITUATED ON HIGHWAY 97 AT WOODS LAKE
/ ‘ , I •
p P E N IN G - S U N D A Y , J U N E  1st
7 Days a Week 7 a.m. >11 p.m. Dally
■k COFFEE SHOP GROCERIES
ic  SODA FOUNTAIN FISHING TACKLE
Erkadly tervi^ at all limes ■ • .  î pd we’re 
anxious to meet you.
Ladies! It's Cook Book Recipe Time
HERE'S an OPPORTUNITY for 
YOU or YOUR  
CLUB
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER FIRST ANNUAL
BOOK CONTEST
★  FIRST PRIZE ■ ■ - ■ $20
♦  SECOND PRIZE $10
ic  SPECIAL PRIZE
FOR MOST RECIPES - - . - - - - $ 1 5
. . . to help your 
favorite project . ; .
It's fun and profitable, too! All entries 
properly submitted may be published
in our first Annual Cook Book
COOK BOOK RULES TO BE FOLLOWED
1. Write plainly on one side of the paper only. Include name and ad- 
dress.. ' ,
2. In iose of women's clubs, submit full name with initials of member 
submitting recipe and name of club on EACH recipe.
3. Give complete cooking or baking instructions, including types of cook­
ing utensils, oven temperatures, time, etc.
4. A minimum of twenty recipes must be submitted by women s clubs 
' only. ,
5. In the cose of individuals d minimi^^m of one recipe is sufficient to
• be eligibl^e.  ̂ ' ,
6. Recipes may be of any type of food dr beverage and no more than 
half ore to be cookies or cokes.
7. Entries must be addressed to the Cookbook Editor, Kelowna Doily
Courier, Kelowna, B.C., or leave your entries a t the offices of the 
Courier between 8:30 and 5 p.m. Any recipes submitted may be pub­
lished in the Courier Cook Book. ^
I ■' I
GEORGE INGUS — SPORTS EDITOR
WORST MIX-UP IN HISTORY
Indianapolis Race Classic May 
Return To Cold-Engine Starting
8AT.. MAY 31, IMS THE DAILY COUKIEE ^
Mounties Back On Top 
After Double Victory
YOUNG, BUT PROMISING
‘.Not ready for this year’s 
spring Gymkhana, to be held 
at the Guisachan Ranch on Sun­
day June 8 , this little guy is a 
likely loal anyway. A future
top notch hunter and jumper, 
“RJB” was sired by R. J. Ben­
nett’s Brookside out ot
G.D. "Paddy" Cameron’s ap- 
I proved hunter brood mare,
Lady Nellie. A little unsure of 
this cruel world, RJB was only 
15 days old when this picture 
was taken, Thursday.—(Courier 
staff photo.)
By WARD SIMS 
Associated Press Staff Writer
Erv Palica, the ace of the Van­
couver pitehing staff, and vet­
eran right-hander George Bam­
berger lifted the mounties back 
Into the Pacific Coast League 
lead last night.
I Palica ran his record to 5-1 In 
I pitching the Mounties to a 4-2 
j victory over Sacramento’s Solons 
iin the first game of a bargain 
I bill and Bamberger fashioned a 
brilliant two-hitter in beating the 
Solons 2-0 in the nightcap.
The twin victory lifted the 
Mounties into a razor-edge lead 
over Phoenix Giants, who had to 
settle for a split with the Port­
land Beavers. The Giants won 3-0 
; and then lost 5-4.,
COMPLETE CONTROL 
San Diego Padres divided a 
pair with Seattle, beating the 
Rainiers 5-3 after losing 5-4 in 
the opener. The Spokane Indians 
chopped up Salt Lake city 9-5 in 
a 10-inning scuffle.
Bamberger had the Solons, In 
complete control and allowed
INDIANAPOLIS (APl-rJimmy race. Three others kept running. Bryan, winner of the Monia 
Bryan, who has won everything Four got back in the race afteriin Italy last yeAr and the Unlt^ 
available In championship closed I  repairs, jStates Auto Club champion the
course auto racing, tonight w'illl Chief Steward Harlan Fenglerjlast two years, started In seventh 
pick up a cheque for about $100, {said first reports indicated Elis- iwsition in the Belond Special 
000 at a 500-mile race victory din-1 ian was responsible for the wreck I driven to victory by Hanks in 
ner saddened by the death of Pat,and Fengler recommended that the Memorial Day race last year. 
O’Connor. ithe United States Auto Club FASTEST TIME
O'Connor was one of the most!disciplinary action. I k„ ,w-v elvar - chewing
^rsonable and capable fmmd himJelf in first placS
drivers in auto racing He died in the end of the tragic first lap.
his flaming car on' the first lap 
of the Memorial Day classic Frl- 
_ day after the worst start in the
only two men to get beyond first, 5 ^
base. The Mounties maxed by a 15-car pileup, that!
first run tn the sixth and sc speedway is almost certain to
another in the seventh on a walk,. conventional cold-
a sacrifice and an error. engine starting - line lineup it
Pahea went the route for the]
Mounties in winning the opener; s t a r t
with an eight-hitter. He fanned;SCRAMBLE START 
four and failed to issue a slnglej will if I have anything to 
walk. Dick Di Tusa smashed outj^o about it. said speedway 
a solo homer for Vancouver ini racing director Sam Hanks, the 
the fourth inning. p S J  race winner.
Vada Pinson. Seattle’s of the 72-hole Western open golf
footed, rookie centrefielder. w on the Pi*s were move^  ̂ the in-. lament today, 
the opener for the Rainiers whenjfieM after the 1956 race, 
he pilfered home in the eighth
inning. Gale Wade homered for j of the pits in their assigned lineup 
Seattle with two mates aboard in order on a parade lap but were 
,h , (ir,t inning and Earl AvariU jUn atr.ggUng whan he green
in the speeaway s nisiory. incjua-
ing two years of races prior to;®f ftirniiv^f^r
the first 500 in 1911. ■ “ c staved there forthe 25 minutes it took to clear 
the track.
The lead changed 17 times be­
fore the Arizona cowboy pulled 
into the victory circle. About 150,• 
000 fans looked on.
George Amlck, 33 - year - old 
sj>eed veteran from Venice, Calif, 
making his first 500 start, fin­
ished about 26 seconds behind 
DETROIT (AP' — YounglBryan. Johnny Boyd of Fresno. 
Tommy Jacobs beld a precari->ca\if.. finished 42 seconds back of 
ous lead over five tested profes-j Amick.
sionals going into the third round w i n n i n g  speed, 133.791
miles an hour, was the second
Canuck Golfers 
Down The Ladder 
In U.S. Tourney
Clouted a three'-run homer for the m t  flashed for the start of the ̂
The 23-year-old native of Whit­
tier. Calif., p i t t e d  calmness 
against loss of his initial drive 
!■ riday as he held to a two-stroke
Padres in the sixth.
Averill’s solo homer, a walkn i n . m, a - .........— , —j  ’ '. ' : ' v. ‘ 1
,l„gl, and U m y R.lnas- . 1 "  ‘‘a.,?.'’'".' "ijl
second
race.
Dick Rathmann, in No.
fastest in the history of the race. 
Only 14 cars were running at the
finish.
BYyan won $20,850 in lap prizes 
—$1W a lap for each he led. 
Amick won $3,900 in lap prizes 
and Boyd picked up $2,500. Totalwho turned nro IBi ^ ______ ..
1 i x ) s i - ' f l ' l t e r e d  after h's^ ̂ yjĵ njngs won’t be known until to- 
ito t h e ^  Thursday. But ho slilli victorv dinner after theinto the:“‘“‘-*“» , —-y — ----- mgnt s victory amuci
• 'firct film FH Fticinn fripH fn'managed 8 onc-undcr-par 71 cnppdwav counts its receipts and gave the Padres three runs m,flrst turn. ^Ed^Eli.sian ^tned^to layout at Red Run f i g u r e s  accessory compa-hles’
Elliott Going After 
Mile Record Tonight
MODESTO. Calif.
Elliott, "fit, well, 
happy," goes after an untar 
nished mile record tonight in the 
California Relays, boasting an in­
ternational field and champions 
iif many categories.
20-ycar-old Australian, who 
ran a paced mile in 3:57.8 two 
weeks ago, will be racing on a 
hard track for the first time. • 
•Herb Lincoln, will run in the 
Centennial mile at Vancouver 
next week, paced Elliott when he 
recently set a mark of 3:57.8. 
Lincoln ■visited Kelowna May 21 
and worked ont at the City Park 
oval.
‘‘If we don’t run fast. I’ll give 
up and catch the first plane back 
to Australia," Elliott’s coach, 
Percy Cerutty, said jokingly Fri 
day. Elliott and Cerutty, no mat 
ter what the time, will go to Los 
Angeles to prepare for the June 
6  ̂Compton Relays.





(AP)—Herbi Meets director Tom Moore said 
strong and] no pace setters will be allowed 
in the mile, an international 
event featuring Valisa Mugosa, a 
Yugoslav attending New York 
University, Hungarian refugee 
Lazio Taborl and perhaps Dr. 
Stefan Lewandowski of Poland. 
American opposition includes Joe 
Villareal of Texas and Burr Grim 
formerly of Maryland.
FROWN ON PACERS 
Elliott's 3:57.8 was two-tenths
of a second lower than the recog­
nized world standard set by Aus­
tralian John Landy. However, In­
ternational officials frown on 
pace setting, -  „
FRIDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
^ ia m i Beach, Fla. —-.Spider 
Webb, 160i Chicago, outpointed 
Jtmmy Beecham, 161, Miami, 10. 
•Hamburg. Germany — Willie 
Hoepner, 174, Germany, awarded 
dficision over Artemio Calzavara 
1X4V4, Italy. (Calzavara disquali­
fied for butting in* sixth round; 
li[)epner wins European light- 
haavyweight title).
-Melbouitie — George Bracken. 
134Vi. Australia, outpointed Tom 
Romulo. 139ti!. Philippines. 12. 
•Oslo—Tommy Baars, West In- 




ST. LOUIS (AP)—Vince* Marti­
nez of Patterson, N.J., may have 
trouble getting down to the 147- 
^und  limit for his welterweight 
championship fight with Virgil 
Akins of St. Louis next Friday.
Billy Daly, Martinez’ manager, 
would hot say how much Marti­
nez has to trim in the few re­
maining days. "It’s nothing seri­
ous,” Daly said.
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (A P)- 
Spider Webb of Chicago stood off 
a steady, battering attack by 
Miami’s Jimmy Beecham i Friday 
night to get back on the winning 
path in his campaign lor a mid­
dleweight title fight.
Webb, ranked No. 6 , was a 
3-to-l favorite over Beecham, but 
he faced rugged going all the 
way before winning a split deci­
sion in the 10-round battle.
Beecham, using his arms and 
shoulders in Archie Moore style 
to ward off many of Webb’s 
blows, made it Interesting as he 
lashed out with hard left jabs and 
rights to the jaw that made Webb 
blink.
Webb piled up a good early 
margin with his aggressive at­
tack and had enough cusTiion to 
carry him through in the fast late 
rounds.
Webb, who weighed 160, scored 
his 27th victory against three de­
feats. Beecham, 161, has a career 
record of 23 wins, six losses and 
one draw.
American* League
W L Pet, GBL 
New York 25 10 .714 —
Kansas City 19 17 .528 6*/2
Cleveland 21 21 .500 7Vi
Chicago 19 19 .500
Boston 20 21 .488 8
Detroit 18 23 .439 10
Washington 17 22 .436 10
Baltimore 15 21 .417 IOVj
the fourth inning the 
game and they were never 
headed. The Rainiers threatened 
in the ninth, closing the count to 
5-3 , but they were scratched be­
fore any real damage could be 
done. ___ _____________ _
L ittle  League 
Plans Parley 
Wed. Evening
pass him on the third turn 
lost control. In an instant, the 
northeast corner of the track was 
a mess.
O’Connor, 29-ycar-old veteran 
from North Vernon, Ind., ran 
over the rear of Jimmy Recce's 
car. O'Connor's car overturned 










W L PcL GBL 
27 16 .628 — 
24 15 .615 1
22 19 .537 4
22 23 .489 6
18 21 .462 7
16 19 .457 7
17 22 .436 8
15 26 .366 11
a Dur i i n , ni o a  . ■ . o ' .
was extricated from the wreck-jand Mike S ^^h^k J  G g
Toronto’s A1 Balding was tied in 
12th place with five others. He 
had his second consecutive round 
of 70 for a total of 140.
Jerry Magee of Toronto had 73- 
72—145: Rudy Horvath of Wind­
sor, Ont., 73-74—147; Bob Wylie 
of Calgary 75-74—149: and Tony 
Oulette of Windsor 83-82—165.
age after the flames were put 
out. Death was due to a frac­
tured skull.
Of the 15 cars In the mixup, 
eight were knocked out of the
An important meeting of the 
Kelowna Little League will be 
held in the arena Memorial 
Room next Wednesday at 8:30 
pm .
Results of games played this 
week: Monday, Willow Inn 12, 
Bruce Paige 11: Tuesday, Lions 
12, Legion 7; Wednesday, Willow 
Inn 8 , Lions 7; Thursday, Bruce 
Paige 9, Legion 3.
PCL STANDINGS
W L Pet GBL
28 18 .609
29 19 .604 
22 21 .512 4^  
22 22 .500 5 
20 22 .476 6 
20 25 ,444 714
17 22 .436 IVi
18 27 .400 9Vi
golf club.
Bob Rosburg, Dow Flnsterwald, 
Doug Sanders. Gene Littler and 
Don Whitt of Alameda, Calif., 
were at 137, two strokes behind 
Jacobs.
Frank Stranahan. Sam Snead 












The tidal bore of the Petitcod- 
iac River rushes past Moncton, 
N.B., with a height of three to 
five feet.
Pacific Coast League
San Diego 4-5 Seattle 5-3 
Vancouver 4-2 Sacramento 2-0 
iPhoenix 7-4 Portland 2-5 
Spokane 9 Salt Lake City 5
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Hitting: Walt Moryn, Chicago 
Cubs—hit three home runs in the 
nightcap, clinching a 10-8 victory 
with a two-run shot in the ninth, 
after he had hit an RBI double 
and scored the winning marker, 
in a three-run ninth-inning that! 
won the opener 3-2 In a sweep 
over Los Angeles Dodgers.
Pitching: Frank Sullivan, Bos­
ton Red Sox; Arnie Portocarrero, 
Baltimore Orioles—swapped 2-0 
shutouts. Sullivan gave up only a 
pair of singles in the opener and 
Portocarrero then ended the Or­
ioles’ losing string at eight games 
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Initial cost less . .  • 
Running cost less • • • 
He’s a happy 
car owncrl
You can be one, too 
SEE BACK PAGE
LADD'S
Outthard News "Hof Off T he Press"!
MERCURY LEADS IN JUNE '5 8  CONSUMERS REPORT!
Are in
Team Has First Four-Game
In 2 Years
BIG DROP
South Africa’s wool earnings 
for the first eight months of the 
1957-58 season were £42,598,000, 
down £13,000,000.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Roy Sievers is back in business 
as the foremost homer-harrtmer 
ing Senator in Washington nis- 
tory.
Sievers, apparently junking the 
aches and paains that have slowed
BASEBALL DATA
|tly THE CANADIAN PRESS 
• National League
First
IVUlwmikee 100 010 OU-7 13 2
Kttsburgh ,000 110 200-4 8 3
•Rush, McMahon i7). Trow-
Haddix and Burgess; Simmons,iBo.ston 
Hearn 2, Miller (21, Meyer (4 
Gray (7, Morchcad (9 and Lq- 
natn, L—Simmon.s. HRs—Cin, 
Burgess (3', BilHo (3). .
American League
bfidge 19' and Rice; Law. FncejFirst 
( |), Blackburn (91 and Kravitz. Clev îlnnd 
L—Face.V^McMahon
Slcond
Milwaukee Oil 100 300- 6 11 0 
Pittsburgh 102 102 42x^12 18 2 
“TBurdette, Johnson (6 ) Robinson 
(1) Littlefield (7) McMahon (8 ) 
and Crandall: Raydon, Gross (7)
Sackburn (7) and Kravitz. W— •oss; L - Robinson. HRs: Mil— 
Covington (O', Crnndall (2-7i, 
mnnebrink (J).
Plrst
San Fran 110 100 210 0-6 14 2
S r  I,x»uis 101 002 200 1-7, 13 2
,lGomcz, Const(»ble (7> Worthing­
ton (7> Miller i8 » Crone (lOi and 
Schmidt; Mizell, Muffett (7' and 
Gjrccii, Smith <8 ). W-Muffctl; l«- 
Orono. HR: San Fnip-Jabonskl 
(»).
Second
San Fran 000 000 100—1 9 0 
St. Louis 240 000 20x-B 13 0 
^tcCormlek. Worthington '2' 
lUirpslde (5i, and Tlimnns; Bros- 
lian and Smith, L: McCormick. 
lOl.s: SF—Tlionias (1); St. l̂ — 
Boyer '2) (7',
First
lAs Angeles 100 100 000-2 7 0 
Chicago 000 000 003—3 8  1
*I^res, Roebuck (9) . and Ro.sc> 
Dralxiwsky, Elson (0) and 
tMcmnn. W—EImoii. L — PodreR, 
HRs—I-A. Hodges <6 >, Chi—Walla
' . , ,
Sicond
(Jos Angeles 411 100 IW)— 8 14 0 
Chicago , OQl 203 202-W 15 I 
, j^cwcomlks, Drysdale 14) Des- 
lent (fl) U<h'1>ccH (T» Koufox t9) 
iCkt Pignatano. Walker (T), PhU* 
Jim. lUUmun ' (4) Nichols (5) 
Fodge 'T» Mayer (B) and S, Tay- 
dr W: Mayer: L: Koufax. HRs: 





010 102 030—7 10 0 
Kansas City 010 000 000-1 6  1 
Narleski and Nixon; Terry, 
Gorman (8 ), Trucks (8  and 
Chlti.




Kansas City 213 001
. 000 200 000—2 8 0 
Baltimore OOO 000 000—0 2 0 
Sullivan and White; Johnson, 
Pappas (9) and Gin.sberg. L-John- 
son. HRs: Bos—Malzone (3). 
Second
Boston 000 000 000—0 4 0
Baltimore 001 000 01 x—210 0 
Smith. Fornielcs (6 ) Wall (8 ) 




AB R II Pot.
• • « « Muslal. St. IxMiis 138 22 61 .442
000 0Q3-6 9 0 San Pran 174 38 70 .402
 OOx 7 8 1 Gnnnr^r. Rnn 'Fr
Tomnnek, Kelly (1) Lemon (7) 
and Brown: Gnrver, Dickson (9) 
Maas (9 and Chttl. W—Garver: 
l--Kelly. HRs: Cle-Cylnvlto (5, 
gvernoii (4;, Ccrv (13,
First
Chicago 202 100 001—6 1.5 0
Detroit 103 000 100-5 U 0
Donovan, Fischer (3 Staley
(7* Keegan (9) Moore (9) and 
Lollar: Banning. M 0  r g 'a  n (4) 
Hoeft (5 Vnlentlnettl (9) and Wil­
son. W; Staley; L: Hoeft. HRs: 
Chi—Tnrgeson '(2ii I.x>Uar (6 ); 
Dot—Wilson (D.
Second \
Chicago , ■ 010 021 000—4 101
Detroit 020 000 000-2 6 1
Pierce and Battoy; Aguirre, 
Susco (6 ) Shaw (O' and Hogan. 
L — Aguirre. HR: Dct — Kallne 
(14).
First
Washington ,420 000 061—13 14 1
New York 000 430 010- 8 I6  3
Kemmercr, Bycrl.v (4) Stobbs 
(5) Clevenger (8 ) and Fitzger­
ald, Courtney (2); Ford, Dltmnr 
(4) Kucks (5) Grim *6 ) Maglle 
(8 i npd Bthrra. W — Stobbs; Iv— 
Glim. HR IS! Wash — Sievers (5). 
A*proniont« (3).
Secxmii !
Wash 300 101 200-7 8 0
New York 200 000 000-2 7 0
Ramn.s and Courtney; Shnntz,
Spencer, San ran 171 29 1)9 .345 
Cepeda, San Fran 168 36 56 . 333 
Skinner, Pltt.sburgh 157 28 52 .331 
Ashbum, Phil 142 24 47 .331
Runs—Mays, 30.





Home runs — Walls, Chicago, 
Tliomus, Pittsburgh and Mays, 
13,
Stolen hsses—T. Taylor, Chic­
ago and Ashburn. 8 .
PItehtng — Spnhn, Mliwaukce, 
7-1, ,875,
Strikeouts—Antonelll, Son Fran- 
cLsco, and Jones, St, Loul.s, 46.
American League
AB R UPet. 
Ward. Cleveland 05 14 .15 .368
Nlcman, Baltimore 99 10 36 .364
Fox, Chicago 155 21 50 .361
IWcDougald, N.Y. 12.1 21 43 .350
Kuenn, Detroit 157 24 53 .338
Runs—Cerv, Kansas City, 33. 
Runs batted In—Cerv, 40. 
IIUs-^Fox, 56, !
Doubles—Kuenn, 16.
Triples—Tuttle,'Kansa.s City, 4. 
Home runs—Cerv, 13.
his American League home-run 
and runs-batted-in title defenees, 
practically hoisted the Senators 
out of the cellar all by himself 
Friday. He shelled New York 
with three homer.s good for seven 
runs in a 13-8 and 7-2 sweep that 
left the Yankees with only a 6 V2- 
game lead and their first four- 
game l o s i n g  streak in two I 
seasons. .
Jim Lemon also cracked a pair 
of homer.s and Ken Aspromontc 
drove in five runs.
Kansas City . retained second | 
place, beating third-place Cleve­
land 7-6 after losing 7-1 in a I 
morning game. The long-suffer­
ing Chicago White Sox gained aji 
share of third with a 6-5 and 4-2i 
sweep against the Detroit Tigers, 
Baltimore and Boston swapped 
2-0 . victories, with Frank Sulli­
van blanking the Orioles on two 
hits and Arnie Portocarrero .shut­
ting out the Red Sox on four hits.
After leading the A1 with 42 
homers nnd 114 RBI last season, 
Sievers, 31, now has driven in 23 
runs and has seven homers. He 
matched Goo.se Go.slin’s all-time 






41  h .p . S u p t r  T h u n d a rb o tt 
4 - ln - t ln a
MORE ECONOMY
MORE POWER . . .
CMM Luxury outboard cruiscs,
MORE FUN thrilling water-ski rides, scat
runabout performance! Enjoy them 
a /1 with a new Mark 58. 
Dozens of new Mercury “firsts 
like hydraulic Dyna-Shock Absorbm, 
Econo-Miser ignition linkage for up to 60% 
.greater fuel economy, highcr-outnut 
generator, ndjustment-freo 
■ automotive-type fixed jet carburetors! 
See all ita cxclusivo features today!
Full Jeweled Power r- 
ball and roller bearings throughout.
^  Brief summary of ratings:
» *
•  30% less fuel consumption'than any other motor.
•  5-6 h.p. Class:—MERCURY tied for 1st placel
•  10-12 h.p.: MERCURY ties again.
•  18-22 h.p.:—MERCURY places close second.
•  35-45 h.p.:—MERCURY way out in fronll
These ratings were the result oĵ  exhaustive C.U. tests for 
speed, economy and cruising, ranges. E.G.;—The MER-« 
CURY 45 h.p. rated 72 miles per tank of gas, compared to 
nearest rival with only 54 miles' to the tankl
Moryn Leads Cubs 
To Two Victories
Chicago , Cubs had "Moryn" 1 
'enough to bent the Dodgers In a 
twin - bill Friday and maintain 
their fourth-place standing in the 
National I.cague, |
Walt Moryn gave the Cubs n| 
push in a pair of ninth-inning; 
rallies that trimmed the Dodgers] 
3-2 nnd l()-8 , 1
The Moose chilled his onellmej 
mates with three home runs In. 
the nightcap* bolting a two-run 
shot that won It In the ninth. In 
the fir.st game, he doubled home 
the lying run' and .scored the! 
clincher in a Ihree-nin ninth.
Rt, Ixiuls Cardinals Jumiied 
from sevcnih to (iflh by taking 
two from San Francisco, 7-6 ip 
10 innings and 8-1, but the Giants | 
retained a one-game lead ns sec­
ond place Milwaukee < split at I 
Pittsburgh. The Braves won the 
opener 7-4, then lost 12-0. Cin­
cinnati w a l l o p e d  Phllndel-, 
phin 10-1 . 
rODRES LOST 
Pitcher Johnny Podrea of Losj 
Angeles, who had never lost to, 
ihi Cubs, lost this one and now 1
Blolen baaea —  Apnrldo, Chic-
M2 Moryn d  (11.IDUmar (8t nnd Howard. I^hantzingo, 11., y  r ..... ............ "j , ..... , —  1
’ , lliUs; W«»h-rSI«vcra ,(2> i7i, M>} Pllehing-Oarver. Knnsu.s City;h«a four wlijs and four lossc-s thla
153 000 010 10 1,6 Oimon (2) (5). |«iul Tiirle>\, New York, 7-1. .87.5.|senaon.^DonjElMon won^^^^
oo() 000 100 - 1  5 2 'F irs t  ; .............................. ...
THE NEW SEA-NYMPH
•  East bottom hull
•  Scats 5 - 6  persons,
•  Various colors.
•  Fibre-glass construction
•  Poublc-bottom flotation tank 
in front
•  Complete with steering wheel, 
running gear, speedometer,
. lights', all hardware.
•  Can be lutd with the conver­
tible' top for $80.00 extra.
^ 8 9 5  Complete
ASK ABOUT EASY 






Here la flic new 15 fl. “Sea-Nymph”, now on dlitplay nt Ernie’s Chevron Stollpn,
comer ol Ellis and Bernard Ayc. ,
SPOR7
447 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3416
■\
............... ............  .................. ....................Jam 
[ Btrtkcou'u-Plei ce, Chicago, 49.1 game for Chicago in relief.





Orioles, OBC's Seeking 
To Cop Victory Sunday
' By GEORGE INGLIS
; (Courier Bsorti Editor)
Veteran Guide Deplores 
Auto-Bound Sportsmen
WII^’lPEG (CP) — A vcteran'and Andy’s grandfather settled 
guide and big-game hunter in the *•' Alberta in 1882
Canadian Rockies says Canada' Last year Andy gave up his
PLAY IT SAFE
Respect W a te r  W h e th e r  
Boating O r  Sw im m ing
If the weather smiles, on Sunday, Kelowna ball fan.s should 
see one of the be.st gaitie.i this season, when Oliver OBCs come 
to town with blfKKl m their eye, game time 2:30.
n ie southern ball ctub are strengthening, in common with 
all the club.s in the league this year, and they are still smarting 
from the sca.son osiencr, in which the Kelowna Oriolc.s beat them.
Rut coach Hank Tostenson’s championshi]) Orioles arc smart­
ing, too, from two beatings in succession, and they will be out 
to redeem the,iisrlvcs tomorrow. With the hitting and fielding 
jxiwer in thc.«c two clubs, it is a toss-up whether it will be a feast 
or a famine, but the balance will probably rest with the pitching 
ataff.
Oliver is still taking rdvantage of their proximity to the U.S., 
and they have chucker Gary Driessen and second baseman Jack 
Cleveland making the trek from Wenatchee every time they play.
They were rumored to be dickering for the services of chunky 
Lloyd Burgarl. the hard-nose fireball who swung a powerful 
bat for Pehtlcton lied So\ last year, but it seems the Peach 
City had a prior claim on him. and have sewed up his services.
Burgart and Dave Weeks arc going to college in Seattle now, 
and were planning to make the trio to Oliver together on game 
davs. Weeks, a snappv lead-off hitler with Summerland Macs 
last vear, will still make the trip, since he is registered with 
OBCs. ■
'rhere have been rumors of the (lossible addition of a couple 
more from Seattle Pacific College, but nothing substantial is 
known on them, yet.
MURDERERS’ ROW
The OBCs have some mighty wicked men with the wood, and 
they are enough to give any pitcher the heart-burn—but Les 
•’Skinny” Schaefer, the Orioles’starting pitcher, has faced them 
and beaten them before
High on the list of handy hitters is chucker Driessen himself, 
a guy who can hit clevcriy as well as jiound them. He and Weeks 
will be dangerous men with runners oh.
Cleveland Is another capable hitter, more inclined to lay 
one through the gap than homer, but very tough on the opposi­
tion. He and Elroy .lacobson. a young man with a mean pole, 
are two of the most dependable, while Jacobson has a good long- 
hit record. '
John Vanderburgh, the club’s veteran first-sacker, has a 
powerful swing that results in plenty of long balls, and Richie 
Snyder, util^y pitcher, is a heady hitter with plenty of ex­
perience.
* Johmiy Linger, wiry left fielder and long-time Orchard City 
hitter, is a mean man with the hardwood also, and can be count­
ed on in the clutches.
On the whole, they are rough—but so are the Orioles.
4
THE CLOUT b r ig a d e
Hank’s answers to the OBCs plate power this year are many, 
and should be adequate.
Schaefer, the top moundsman in the league, is also its top 
batter, as of the last official statistics, even though he didn’t 
fare quite so well in last Sunday’s game in Vernon.
Bob Campbell, stubby left fielder, has long been considered 
one of the top woodsmen on the local scene, although he has been 
having a little trouble finding his shooting eye so far this year. 
Some of the reason could be the fact that he is coming back tp 
baseball this year after a year of softball.
Frank Fritz is another addition to the club this year, and 
during his long tenure of office in Princeton he was rated as one 
of the best clouters in the league. He has been a little erratic, 
clouting two homers iu a row in the first game of a double- 
header against his old team-mates two weeks ago, then falling 
back into a bit of a slump.
Bill Martino and Bob Radies are both heavy hitters, hitting 
from fairly tall stances and quite capable of circuit drives with 
reasonable frequency.
Coach Tostenson himself, short-stop Hromi Ito and Johnny 
Culos are three clever place hitters, with Culos ahlp to Itammer. 
out the odd lopg one.
Greg Jablonski has a wicked eye for the first-base line, and 
can also hammer them over the fence on occasion from his 
southpaw stance. Another southpaw, chucker Jack Denbow has 
fhown himself to be a good place hitter, this year.
Whether they face Driessen (2-1), Murray Ball (3-2) or 
Snyder (2-1). the Orioles gang should give the opposing pitcher 
plenty of trouble^and the fans a packet of thrills.
f LINE-UP SHUFFLES
Coach Tostenson is planning some line-up shuffles, with the 
possibility of Joe Kaiser stocky infielder, coming back into the 
fray. A member of the Kelowna Packers as well, Kaiser 
wrenched his knee in a practice before the Patton Cup series, 
and is going to try it on for size Sunday.
Hank was planning to have a look at his new mound acquisi­
tion, young Ray Scott, but will have to bide his time until the 
release from Snmmerland Macs becomes official.. A young 
fellow who broke into senior ball at 15, Scott is reported to be 
pretty special on the mound, with eight years of experience in 
good senior and semi-pro company under his belt.
The big thing, as far as Hank is concerned, is that the club 
Is going to come up with a win, if it’s in the books at all.
”Wc,are going to come out of this slump,” he said today, 
*’We’ve just got to.”
He’s not far wrong, either, since it’s just a month to the 
Orioles’ big Dominion Day tournament.
j Water safely 
ciuicern today.
is
guiding and hunting business and 
should establish wilderno.ss areas turned to writing and photog- 
whcrc no roads arc allowed and raiihv. The switch was made 
snortsmen should work to get without difficulty. He has al-
their game. ready written several articles for small boat industry, cities in
"Tliey’re too la;'y now.” .savs sixirlsmen’s magazines made tel- even the most inland points arc 
.Andy Russell, ruyged, •)2-year-old evision a|)pearancos and given'the weekly scene of a hectic 
rancher from Waterton Lakes, lectures in both Canada and the H
Alta., 78 miles southwest of United States and produced sev- 
Lethbridge. oral color films of wild life in "''Wr.
He cxnresscd the view in an their natural habitat, He now is' The family without a boat today 
interview here during a visit to inaKing a photographic study of i--' somctliiiig like the family with-
address the Winnipeg Game and the elusive big horn sheep. iout a ear two decades they nnw ee)in to n u'eok “*"•* . ---- - ^
Fish As.sociation. "They’re so used to me, they are missing out on sonudhing,' ‘ ‘ ^
Canada is a paradise right con-ider me one of the boys,” he ‘̂ cording to their more favored serenade of children s shouts,| those who know the wi
^  .said. neighbors. iwwcrboats whine, and swim-i n
everybody’s'contained within this cool foreign i meet the emergencies of wind,
element, they unknowingly courl|weather and navigation before
Wth the improvements in every cwiceiyable venture out on the water.
highway., au,<„„obilcs ‘“'a' »' ‘'X” ". 7 .  . .sK\-iaiking \en tu iin g  into mm- w ied v  tn Ho the iohcm
t Lakes, rivers and , streams gerous eddies and whirlpools, etc. 
which formerly basked in com- Wh^ l̂her they are boater, swim- 
parative serenity due to their in- ’ skier or fisherman
Uicir greatest enemy is over-
acros.s’ the land, ho said. 
TAKEN FOR GRA.NTED
“The onlv trouble is, T
' Andy is married and has five 
, ' children. His family lives on a 
ranch 10 miles west of Waterton 
think Canadians appreciate it os Lakes. His hobbies include shoot- 
much PS the Lnited States sDort ĵ and fly-casting. He is an 
men. \Vc take it for granted, authority on rifles.
Sneaking about his adventures -------- ------— ------ —------ --------
on big-game hunts. Russell said; I 
“I've been a guide for more than;
22 ycar.s. But you take more; 
chances in Winnipeg traffic every| 
day than I ever took in rneetiiig| 
a grizzly bear or moose.” !
Andy has had his share of close I 
calls with both in the bush.
On one occasion ho shot a fiOO-l MEDICINE HAT, Alta. (CP'— 
->ound grizzly and the animal fell Lengthy schedules in professional 
to the ground apparently dead, hockey are reducing the game's
"When I approached him he glamor to a minimum, says Alex 
■oared up and when I shot my Kaleta, a six-year veteran of the 
ast shot and killed him we were-National Hockey League who. now 
’ooking each other right in the is recreation director in Medi- 
cye.” I cine Hat.
On another occasion he wasj ’’Back in the early 40s the fans 
■•uiding a group of geologists in noticed a player through the color 
‘ho mountains when a grizzly;he put into his performances.” 
blocked a narrow path. jhe said.
"He looked as if he was going; "These long schedules nowa- 
to charge us, but I talked him days reduce the glamor of the 
lut of it." game to a minimum. A guy can’t
Andy explained that he just go all out and make a crowd-
Not only boating, but every 
aquatic sport had taken a dc-̂  
cided upswing in [lopularity as the 
result 01 the water being made 
more accessible, due to the in­




Hockey A ll Go And No Color 
Says Former ice "'Bad M an"
, , . . „ ... ■ however, and have a deep respect
splashing as the cities for its jxiwer. an ext>cdition on 
their lelaxation-seeking jt  ̂ surface can be a most enjoy­
able experience, with practically 
WEEKEND SAILORS no risk involved. A journey under
This is where the note of' ^kis day of skin-
tragedy enters the picture. So'. l̂ 'ORnicn and Mike Nelson,
I many of these weekend sailors. 1 *■'' more hazardous to the
! swimmers, water skiers andiP̂ *̂ ®®*} completely
j fishermen have no conception "  the clement.
;lhe dangers that lurk in this:WATER SAFETY 
;guigling clement that can crush To appreciate the dangers fullv,' 
houses as If they were match-'i* is only necessary to read the; 
.cticks and fling giant ocean liners newspaper after any summer;
equipment wisely, to do the job 
they have in mind, and given in- 
st’iiction in opciuting their craft.
Every person who venture.s 
(near the water, whether he is 
! accustomed to the clement or not,
; .should practise safety. Those
\\ho do live to enjoy their out­
ing at the lake or trip down the 
river.
Those who don’t become just 
another statistic.
THE D.MLY COURIER 
SAT.. M.\Y 31. 1958
Western Hockey League 
leaving the NHL in
weekend, noting all the tragedies 
that occurred in. on. or around 
water. A closer 1 8 ck, if possible.
up like tiny corks. They are lulled 
I to a false sense of security by its 
alter I harmless appearance, shaded by 
which he;trees, glistening and blue, peopled\vould noint thp nnmhpr nt
played for Chicago Black Hawks by happy weekend wanderers. j times ^ e  accident occurred
Unaware of the lurking power.through carelessness arising from'
unfamiliarly and lack of respect.!
and New York Rangcr.s.
In an interview with Larry 
Wood of the Medicine Hat News, 
Kaleta recalled some of the past.
“Paul Thompson was the best 
coach I ever played for,” he 
said, h a v i n g  played' under 
Thomp.son in 1941-42 with Chi- 
eago Black Hawks. "It was my 
first year in the big time and 
he taughtkept talking to the bear and the'pleasing show when his team ^ f didn’t





talking to moose. You can't talk'all ‘go’ and no color these days.” 
them out of anything.” WESTERN PRODUCT
BORN IN FOOTHILLS | Kaleta, born In the mining town
Andy Russell was born In the,of Caninore, 70 miles west of Cal- 
Alberta foothills and has lived in gary, and nurtured with Leth- 
thc mountains all his life. His'bridge Maple Leafs, 
father, Harold, a retired rancher Stampeders and Regina Vic-Aces.l^j^^''''’’’ . 
who now lives in Victoria, was spent 15 years in the game. In-:ui..5,1^. '
the first boy born in Lethbridge, I eluded were
BEST PL.AY’ERS
Kaleta was asked to name the 
greatest player in hockey.
HUMAAING~BIRD
POB/NSOA/^ 













This is where a water safety 
program comes in. The aim oti 
the program is to teach potential | 
water nymphs to understand and 
appreciate fully the potential 
hazards, and to overcome the 
emergencies that may arise. They 
seek to familiarize people with 
the water, and encourage them 
VANCOUVER (CP) — M o r e proper advantage of the 
oco AAA - 1  1 : relaxation to be enjoyed, ifthan 363,000 pink salmon fry .properly pur.sucd.
were checked through the count-j Water safety instruction tries 
ing fence at Jones Crock, British!to embrace all ages and to in- 
Columbia’s man - made salmon fully .in all aspects of con-
"It’s hard to name one without spawning stream, the department water. Swimmers
bringing in a couple of others.'of fisheries said today h master the art of
raionrv to sav Gordie Howe or' J!. “ today. lifcsaymg and swimming as well
v.aigar> i j^ocket R i c h a r d  I enulrin’t̂  ■ seaward migration of as the intelligence of choosing the„„„ ■ , .' '‘ '■ pink salmon fry beg ...............
the last of thelas to be the Rocket.
Howe gets my nod for all-round 
player, though, I’d name Milt
Schmidt third. because of unseasonably warm
three yea?rin  the t'’ be the ockeL
i  l  fr  an March 19 swimming location with care.
run passed! Small boat owners arc taught 
into the Fraser River May 23, to see they arc fully equipped to 
the department said. The migra-' 
tion was earlier than normal'
Big Four 
League Opens Parley
MONTREAL (CP) — Members 
of the Big Four Football League 
today opened their semi-annual 
meeting for what was said to be 
largely routine business. The 
meeting was expected to continue 
Sunday.
President Ted Workrnan of the 
Big Four and Montreal Alouettcs 
club presided, along with Qoi^an 
Kennedy and Doug Jhonston of 
the Big Four executive.
Others attending the session 
here included Sam Berger, Eddie
MIDWIFE SCHOOL
Norway's M i d w i f e  School, 
started 140 years ago, graduated 
another class of 23 students in 
February, 1958.
, PIONEER SCHOOL
Tlie ’’little school” of the Jes 
wits at Quebec began instructing 
French and Indian children in 
1635.
Emerson and Jitti McCaffrey, 
from Ottawa; Lew Hayman, Bill 
Ross and Joe Wright, from Tor­
onto; Jake Gaudaur and Ross 
Fisher, both from Hamilton, and 
Ralph Cooper, representing the 
Canadian Football League, which 
combines the We.stcrn league and 
the Big Four circuit.
STARTS NOW

















He didn’t hesitate in naming 
Bill Duvnan, the former Montreal 
Canadians star, as the toughest 
goaltender to score against.
“I’d pick Johnny Mariucci as 
the roughest player,” said Alex. 
Mariucci, coach of the United 
States’ world hockey tournament 
team a couple of years ago, was 
one of the few U.S.-born players 
to make the NHL.
He singled out Max Bentley for 
stickhandling ability, and Bill 
Cowley as the greatest play 
maker. *
But, Kaleta said, roughness, 
stickhandling and goal-scoring all 
need the color to go along with 
them.
weather througout May, it said.!
The run originated from the | 
1957 fall spawning of 557 females | 
and 499 males, giving a potential 
spawning deposition of 947,000 
eggs. Survival was 38 per cent, 
one of the highest on record and 
much above the average ex­
pected from natural stream 
spawning conditions.
Normal fry-counting methods 
were supplemented this year by 
photographic apparatus.
Pictures were taken at regular 
intervals' throughout hours of 
darkness by means of electronic 
flashlight. Biologists are hope^l 
this method may soon replace 
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New Summer Hours 
io r  Bowling!
EFFECTIVE TODAY* 






ALL OWNERS OF ELECTRICAL 
MOTORS and EQUIPMENT
In the
—  Of a Breakdown
• ' ' '
Of Your Electrical Motor or Electrical Equipment
LEARN 
TO FLY I• f
Guys and gals, young and old, little and big . . .  if *you have been 
thinking of learning to fly or defeating gravity, now is the lime.
IT'S EASY
HOW LONG?
Th(? Government approved pilots course 
is 30 hours of flying, H) hours of ground 
.school. . .  minimum. The school is open 
from 8:30 a.m.'until darkness each (lay, 
and ihc evenings arc perfect for flying.
' I' ■ • *
4b_  ̂ I I I  iMrî  ^
HOW MUCH?
The government pays for half of the costs 
. . . Cost to you is only—■
$280.00
and if you wish you can pay as you go.
For further Informalion, call nf Ihe AIrji()i1\o r  Phone 6025 





Wc can repair any type or size of 
electrical motor . . .  and do it
In Kelowna
No long distance phone calls or time 
wasting correspondence . . .  (or you. 
No delays with freight problems 
. . .  for you,
PHONE ACT AT ONCEA phone call to us . .  . gives you 
the immediate services of a fully 
qualified team of electrical techni­
cians and a completely modem elec­
trical repair shop . . .
In Kelowna
Wc will disconnect — pick up — repair and re-install your electrical motor ^ i t  
and also inspect complete electrical system for operational cincncy.





North of the CNR Tracks PHONE 2702
Hinchey-S laden Vows Spoken 
In Lovely Floral Setting
 ̂ A pink and while floral scUir,,.; 
enhanced First United Churct < 'i 
Saturday, May 17. when Rev. d 
S. Leitch performed doublc’iing 
rites for Marilyn Sladen ami 
Grant Hinchey. Entering on the 
^rm of her father, the daughter! 
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Sladen, 
of Kelowna exchanged vows at 
the alter which was adorned wdth 
tilver bells caught up in white 
satin ribbons and lily of the val*' 
ley, with the .son of Mr. and Mrs. i 
\V. L. Hinchey of Kitimat. i 
. Exquisife in a full-length white | 
Rown of lace over satin, which 
featured a sabrina neck-line, lily-1 
point sleeves, and a slightly! 
-dropped waistline, the bride's falrl 
t)cauty was heightened by a 
finger-tip veil which misted down 
from a brilliant-studded coronet. 
Her arm bouquet was composed 
of white gardenias.
! A quartette of attendants In 
Tainbow hues preceded the lovely! 
Ijrldc. Identical ballerina length! 
'.gowns of flocked nylon, w'ith 
aabrina necklines and full circle 
■skirts were worn by the bride's 
)liste'', Mi.ss Elaine Sladen, in 
delicate pink. Miss Karen Pollard 
in powder blue. Miss Valeric Lake 
mauve, and Miss Barbara New- 
combe in aqua. Tiny picture hats 
circled with lily of the valley, 
white wrist length gloves and 
white shoes were worn by the 
bridesmaids. Their corsages were 
lily of the valley and nana glads 
.tinted to match each gown.
As the bridal party reached 
-the altar, Miss Use Rees sang 
■••Wedding Prayer." Sidney Hub­
ble sang " r il Walk Beside You" 
during the signing of the register. 
Dr. Ivan Beadle was organist.
; Sheldon Hinchey of Calgary 
acted as groomsman for his 
brother, and ushering were Nor 
man Fuchs. Gordon Sladen, and 
Harvey Bridges of New West­
minster.
A reception for over 125 guests 
was held at the Royal Anne Hotel 
following the ceremony. Mrs. 
Sladen chose a Dior blue after­
noon dress with matching shoes. 
Her picture hat and gloves were 
of pink, and she wore a corsage 
of pink baby roses. The groom’s 
mother chose a beige lace 
sheath, with accessories entone, 
and her corsage was of pink 
frill roses.
. Crystal pillars supported the 
three tiers of the wedding cake 
Which was set in an arrangement 
of silver leaves and lily of the 
valley. A tiny spray of lily of 
the valley formed the delicate 
topping for the cake which was 
flanked by white tapers in crystal 
holders on a white lace cloth.
Response was made by the
AUCE WINSBY Women’s Editor
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KATIE KOURIER SAYS
LET'S EAT
Make A Three-Storey Fig Cake 
For A Dessert And Coffee Party
ME. AND MRS. W. G. HINCHEY
groom to the bridal toast pro­
posed by Richard Sladen, the 
bride’s uncle. Servi'teurs were 
the Misses Lynne Scoullar, Betty 
McCune, Barbara Tupman, Mari­
lyn Henderson. Barbara Hillier, 
and Ruth Irving.
For the honeymoon trip to 
Yellow Point the bride chose a 
copen blue sheath topped by a 
fly-away jacket in the same 
color. Her picture hat, elbow 
length gloves, shoes and bag 
were in white, and she wore a 
garnet rose corsage.
Out-of-town guests Included 
David Sladen of Saskatoon, Mrs. 
Wells of Winnipeg, Mr. and Mrs. 
J. Beech and the Misses Aline, 
Sheila, and Christina Beech, Mr. 
and Mrs. R. Cousins, and the
Misses Susan and Rosemary 
Cousins, Douglas and Bruce 
Cousins, all of Kamloops, Mr. 
and Mrs. A. Sladen, Miss Caro­
line and Norman Sladen of Kere- 
meos, Mr. and Mrs. R. Sladen, 
the Misses Judith Ann and Carol 
Sladen of Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. S. 
Hanna of Salmon Arm, Mr. and 
Mrs. E. A. Newcombe, Vancou­
ver, Mrs. Ethel Beech, Pender 
Island, Miss Freddie Fuhr, 
Vernon, Ernie Mason, Nelson, 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Watt, Bralorne, 
Mrs Shirley Birch, Cranbrook, 
Gary Newcombe, Kenneth Crom- 
bie, Jim Hughes, Miss Wendy 
Martin, and Phil Popove, all of 
Vancouver.
The young couple now reside at 
1477 St. Paul St., in Kelowna.
Case Of The Perfidious Panties 
On List Of Women's Woes
By HAL R. COOPER
LONDON (AP) — Members of 
the female sex always claim they 
have more troubles than anybody. 
After what happened in England 
Thursday this will be difficult to 
deny.
A girl wound up In court 
charged with burglary because 
the elastic in her panties gave 
way.
. A girl pulled the wrong chain 
and stopped a train carrying 300 
Jpassengers.
, And the strongest girl In the 
world lost her grip on her fiance. 
PERFIDIOUS PANTIES 
, First, the case of the perfidious









It’s Easy to Dial 
3333 for Delivery
m m m m
panties. They belonged to Mrs. 
Maude King of suburban West 
Ham. She was walking down the 
street when the elastic snapped.
As the panties began their slow 
but certain slither into public 
view, comely Mrs. King looked 
frantically about for cover. Spy­
ing what she thought was a va­
cant bungalow, she popped in 
through a window to make emer­
gency repairs. At this point the 
front door opened and in walked 
the bungalow’s owner, Frederick 
Dowie. He called the police.
Mrs. King blushingly told the 
judge her version of the incident. 
He acquitted her.
WOULDN’T WORK
Meanwhile, in East Anglia a 
fast train from L-ondon jolte'd to 
a halt several miles short of 
Norwich, its destination. Some­
body had pulled the emergency 
brake chain. Reported the con­
ductor:
"I walked along looking for the 
coach where the chain was 
pulled. I decided it had been 
pulled inside a toilet. When I 
rapped on the door out darted a 
frightened school girl, almost in 
tears.
"I pulled and pulled, and T 
can’t make the lavatory go," she 
gasped.
TOO MANY JOKES
In London, strong girl Joan 
Rhodes—she rips phone books 
and such as a vaudeville head­
liner—learned that you can’t bond 
a male in your hands like a nail.
I Her fiance, .singer Don Rennie, 
said he is calling it quits because 
after a two - year engagement 
Joan still won’t name a day for
a the nuptials. Also, his friends made too many jokes about his 
-  comparative punlncss.
Named Director 
A t Wl Convention
VANCOUVER (CP)—Mrs. J. C. 
Decker of Pemberton was elected 
president Thursday night as the 
B.C. Women’s Institute conven­
tion Jvojmd up here.
M rs7^3ecker succeeds Mrs. 
E. J. Roylance of Greenwood as
president. Mrs. Decker was also 
named delegate to the 1959 Asso­
ciated Country Women of the 
World convention in Edinburgh.
Mrs. R. Partington, Francois 
Lake, was elected vice-president 
and alternate to the Edinburgh 
convention. § .
Elected directors were Mrs. 
R. C. Palmer, Kelowna: Mrs. 
Clyde B. White, Nelson and Mrs. 
E. G. Woodward, Brentwood 
Bay.
Mrs. White was nominated rep­
resentative to the Women’s Insti­
tute of Canada convention.
Last Sunday was "Sunday Observance" day. This is 
good theme to think about righ now when Sunday is in danger 
of disappearing altogether, and what an unfortunate thing that 
would be. With a fivc-tiay week, (and a four-day week immin­
ent) plus a wide-open Sunday, Sunday would rapidly become 
the same as any other day, e.xxcept for those few who attend 
church services. In this hectic modern paee, which somehow 
we manage to survive all week, we need the tranquility of an 
old-fashioned Sunday, lor repose and reflection, even though 
it is forced on us. *
1 listened to a very compelling sermon on this subject, 
which urged us to keep the old ideals, and of course, to attend 
church, but at the same time encouraged us to indulge in rcla.x- 
ing pastimes, such as fishing or gardening.
Remember the Sabbath—it is not only good for our souls,
I t  is good for our health too. “The power of ideals is incalcul­
able”—Albert Schweitzer.
Girls, for Pete’s sake make better sandwiches. I’ve eaten 
sandwiches at a lot of functions lately that made me blush for 
their perpetrators. Skimpy fillings, invariably egg or salmon, 
that stop one-half inch from the edge of the bread. If you must 
be skimpy, at least take the filling to the edge. And add some 
onion, parsley, celery, radishes, pepper or pimiento, so they 
won’t taste quite so eggy or quite so fishy. Once in a while you 
might blow the works, and buy a can of lobster.
One evening, when the sun had cooled, I set out a flat 
of buttcrballs. They were beautiful little plants, straight and 
sturdy, as marigolds should be. I surveyed them, all neatly 
planted, with the satisfaction only a gardener knows. Next 
morning, making the rounds with a cup of coffee, several of 
them had been as neatly toppled as fir trees by one of S.M.’s 
loggers. I stormed into the house, muttering unpleasant un­
printable things about cutworms, when the family, who had 
just looked at A1 Beaton’s cartoon, exploded with mirth. 
"France in a torment, the middle East smoldering, Latin- 
America a powder-keg, U.S. leadership crumbling, and YOU’RE 
worried about cutworms." 1 wasn’t laughing, as 1 went out 
with a can of pest-foe.
The Thing is almost complete. It won’t be long now before 
the noisy traffic is honking its way across the stillness of the 
lake, roaring into the quiet of the park, around the oval, past 
the grandstand, the bandshell, the picnic grounds, the play­
ground, cutting a swath through what was once one of the 
prettiest spots in Kelowna—the creek at the Abbott Street bridge 
—into the downtown area, and so on out through the heart 
of the school district.
You’ve guessed it. I don't like the bridge. It’s an ugly 
bridge, and I think in days to come, Kelowna will regret its 
location. It is a wonderful thing to have—no one can gainsay 
that—but I sometimes think we have paid too great a price.
, Another solution might have been found, had we waited, 
but on this greatest of all civic projects, no one was given the 
opportunity to voice an opinion.
I had my first taste of the new apple cider. It's a jolly good 
drink, and since we are off to a flying start for a sizzling sum­
mer, I must get some for prairie guests—it will be a novelty 
to them. To me, it tastes something halfway between beer and 
champagne, and it’s sure to be a whole lot better than the zippy 
cider grandfathej: used to brew in the root house. I understand 
this amateur achievement used to stand grandfather on his ears.
Probably the happiest people are those who are least self­
ish: the scientist who seeks to eradicate a dread disease, the 
teacher who fights against ignorance, the statesman dedicated 
to peace, the lawyer who strives for justice, parents who teach 
moral values to their children. Only a person who lives for a 
cause beyond his own narrow ends can achieve profound hap­
piness. (Invitation to Understanding—by Frederick Mayer.)
HITHER AND YON




CHICKEN DRUM STICKS 
BARBECUE HAMBURGERS
★  DIPSY d o g s  '
★  FISH AND CHIPS
■ ' ' \  '
Soft Drinks -  M ilk  Shakes
**Wbci« lfi« 0TV|Ri Stkii Remains King**
LOCATED ON THE OK. MISSION RD.
RECENT GRADUATES
THIS LUSCIOUS Three-Story 
Fig Cake, lavishly swirled with
By IDA BAILEY ALLEN
"If you were to invite several 
friends in for dessert and coffee 
after dinner in the eveninc. 
Chef." 1 asked, "what dessert 
would you plan to serve?"
"There are so many desserts 
from which to select, Madame,” 
he replied, ‘that the .choice is a 
bit difficult. However, to me a 
fine big homemade cake, three 
stories high, would be the an­
swer. My personal choice would 
be the remarkable fig cake 
served at a party given for us 
when we were last in California.” 
(All measurements are level; 
recipes are proportioned to serve
4 to 6).
FIG LAYER CAKE
The Cake Layers: Boil c. 
dried figs in water to cover for
5 min. Drain, clip the stems, 
chop and redrain the figs.
Cream together % c. shorten­
ing, VA c. sugar and % tsp. 
maple flavoring. Add 3 eggs, one 
at a time, beating well after 
each addition.
Sift 2% c, pre-sifted flour with 
1 tsp. salt, IVz tsp. baking pow­
der and % tsp. baking soda.
Blend into the creamed mix­
ture alternately with % c. but­
termilk, beginning and ending 
with the flour. Fold - in the 
chopped figs. Turn into 3 oiled 
and floured 8 in. layer cake pans.
Bake in a moderate oven, 350 
F. about 25 min., or until a wood­
en pick inserted in the center 
comes out clean.
Let stand 5 min. Turn onto a 
wire rack to cool. Put together 
and top with Sea Foam Frost 
ing.
Sea Foam Frosting: In a small 
sauce pan, combine % c. packed 
brown sugar, % c. light corn 
syrup and V4 c. water.
Stir over moderate heat until 
the sugar dissolves; cover. Slow- 
boil 3 min. to dissolve any sugar 
crystals on the sides of the pan.
Remove the cover. Boil to 242 
F. or until the syrup spins about 
an 8 in thread when a little is 
lifted on a spoon.
Continue to beat until Stiff 
enough to hold its shape. Blend 




LEAVING TODAY . . .  on ’The 
Canadian", Mrs. E, Smith, Rich­
ter St. vrill visit her son and his 
family at Ottawa, making a stop 
cn route at Winnipeg for a week 
to visit old friends.
AN ENJOYABLE EVENING 
. . . was spent at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Olive of 
Ellison on Wednesday of this 
week on the occasion of their 
22nd wedding anniversary. Gilcsts 
included Mr. and Mrs. H. Ashton. 
Mr, and Mrs. E. Hepton, Mr. and 
Mrs. L. Mills, Mr. and Mr.s. M. 
Verhagge and W , and Mrs. Ed­
ward Scott of Penticton.
Mrs. Peggy Scott assisted the 
hostess, her sister, In serving re­
freshments. Many more happy 
years of matrimony arc wished 
for M!r. and Mrs, Olivo.
MISS JOAN GREENING . . . 
entertained nt her parents’ Meikle 
Ave. home last weekend with a 
surprise party In honor of Miss 
Cathie Clark who l.s leaving 
shortly to live in Vancouver, and 
Miss Pat Curtis who will attend 
the University of Alberta after 
taking up residence in Edmonton.
Guests IntMuded the Misses 
Carol Jones, Florence Laldler, 
Patricia Kerr, Pat Bird, Mary 
Yoshlknwa. Marie Dobersteln, 
Marjorie Cntch|)olo, S h a r o n  
Bunco, Lorraine Warren, Donna 
Cookson, Judy Rltcr and , Joan 
Spriggs.
PRAIRIE holiday  . . . Miss 
Carmen Comer will board "The 
Canadian" today for a two week 
vacation visiting friends and rUla 
lives nt Calgary, Edmonton, Sns 
kntoon and Regina.
AUST\iALlAN VISITORS . . 
Mr, and Mr.s. L, E. I.ePnge of 
Ktoongn, fWiuth Australia are vis 
Ring In Kelowna for the weekend, 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. 
Glover during their world tour. 
Mr. and Mrs, J. T. Glover and 
family motorerl from Ashcroft 
with Mr. and Mrs. IxjPngo and 
will also spend the week end vis­
iting the family,
SASKATCHEWAN VISIT .
Mr. and Mr.s. A. E, Marty leave 
thl.i nftcrnwm for Salmon Arm 
whede thpy will travel nlmnrd 
"The Dominion," for visits In 
Regina and Lnpman, Saskntchc 
iwan. ' '
Sea Foam Frosting, Is perfect 
for desscxt-and-coffee guests.
Roast Rolled Shoulder of Veal 
with Gravy
Pan Roast Potatoes and Onions | 
Fig Layer Cake
Coffee Ten Milk 
Casserole of Fish Florentine: 
Whenever the word “Florentine" j 
is used in connection with a | 
baked entree or a casserole, y#u || 
can be sure it means spinach in 
combination with fish, or some­
times rneat or spaghett(, with 
rich white sauce and grated 
cheese — a good example of a 
self-contained main course dish.
Start dinner with an interest­
ing vegetable salad, end with a 
light fruit dessert, and the net 
result is worthy of the most dis-| 
criminating guest.
TOMORROW’S DINNER 
Lima Bean Saladettes 
Orientate 
Casserole of Fish 
Florentine
Dropped Wheat Germ 
Biscuits
Grape Juice Gel 
Sour Cream Topping 
Coffee Tea Milk 
Lima Bean Saladettes Orient-1 
ale: Combine 2M: c. drained 
cooked or canned dried lima 
beans with V4 c. minced young 
onion. Moisten with garlic French | 
dressing; chill.
Arrange in lettuce nests. Gar-| 
nish with ripe or Greek olives.
Casserole of Fish Florentine:
A choice of canned tuna, bonito, I 
crab or lobster meat may be | 
used.
Cook Vz lb. short-cut high-pro- ] 
tein spaghetti according to pkg. 
directions.
Add 2 tbsp. butter or marga-| 
rinc. Arrange in an oiled low- 
3-pt. casserole. Cover with a 
layer of 2'-k c. chopped seasoned! 
canned or cooked fresh spinach.
Separate 2 (7 to 7% oz.) cans| 
of fish into coarse flakes with a ] 
fork. Spread over the spinach.
Pour over IV̂  c. well-seasoned I 
white sauce to which V4 c. may­
onnaise has been added. Top | 
with Vz c. grated mild cheese.
Bake in a moderate oven, 350-1 
375 F, 30 min. or until browned. | 
TRICK OF THE CHEF
Season the sauce for fish j 
Florentine with ^  tsp. powdered 
diU.
(V
Misogynists Accuse American 
Women Of Husband Squelching
KYOKO IKUTA
Graduation exercises for the 
1958 class at the Royal Jubi­
lee Hospital School of Nursing 
nt Victoria took place last Sun­
day. Throe Kelowna girls were 
nmorig this year’s graduates. 
Miss Kyoko lkutn, daughter of 
Rev. and Mrs. Shinjo Ikutn who 
was awarded the highest award 
for operating room technique. 




In These Gifts 
For The Bride
Brides who "have everything" 
and those who arc on a slim Inid- 
get will nil approve of tonsUng 
cups and pearl-handled knives to 
cut their wedding cakes.
T|ie toasting cup is an over 
sized champntgne gloss on which 
the bride’s and groom’s names 
an(l the date of their wedding Is 
engraved.
After they’ve tnoste<l each 
other on their wedding <!ny, they 
can put it aside for nnniver.sary 
cclebrnllons.
Ttio |>carl*handlc(l knife with 
a, serrated edge for cake oi' bread 
is equally as gomt for every day 
use as for the wedding cake.
By DOROTHY ROE
NEW YORK (AP) — A cur­
rently popular view of the Ameri­
can woman is that she has two 
heads, breathes fire and beats 
her husband every morning be­
fore breakfast.
She Is accused of wearing the 
pants in the family and wielding 
the whii), of pushing her husband 
to an early grave and robbing 
him of hi? manhood 
'The latest diatribe against the 
beleaguered American female is 
a grim little book called The De­
cline of the American Male, by 
three males. It is illustrated with 
macabre sketches showing help­
less little men being squashed 
like bugs beneath the thumbs of 
giant women, lashed to a trend- 
miir or driven Into a rat race.
According to the three authors 
Mr. America is In n bad way 
His wife, they say, makes all the 
decisions of dally living, up to 
and Including sox. Slic gives him 
an apron and makes him do the 
housework.
She forces him to greater and 
greater exertions ip order that 
she may keep up with her girl 
friends In mipk coats, diambnd.s 
and automobiles.'
NOT IN RIGHT C IR C to  
Maybe I don’t move In the right 
circles, but the women I know 
.are more likely to over-coddle a 
husband than to horsewhip him. 
Tniey worry alx)ut his colds and 
whether he wears Ills rubbers. 
And they hate to have him take a 
hand with the housework—It's al­
ways so much more trouble 
cleaning lip after him.
The men of my acquaintance 
love to grill a thick steak at a 
cookout, provided the rest of the 
meal has been prepared in ad­
vance, and there's a woman! 
around to wash the dishes.
LORRAINE C'llUTSKOI^
TOO MANY TENANTS
In t.4incnshire, the town council 
notified Mr. and Mrs. J. 11, Marsh 
(that ttusir new sOn-in-law, Melvin 
Shaw, makes one tenant too many 
In their coiincil-9 wne«;l liousb. Mel­






You CAN afford a 
^'second car" in 
your family!
See Cor yourself . , , 
Sec flic Back Page for 
Rcniisitc Cost!






















W ill Attend OES 
Chapter Session
Attending the Order of the| 
Eastern Star Grand chapter ses­
sion in Vancouver Juno 1 to 4, 
will 1)0 Mrs. A. W. Rowles, 
worthy matron, ns official dclcT 
gate and past' matrons Mrs. A. 
E. Heilman, who will bo assistant 
grand warder; Mrs, J. A. Trc- 
iioutli, who will bo on the regis­
tration fee committee, and Mrs. [ 
Grac(! Allison.
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THE DAILY COVRIEI, 8«t.. May « .  IK t
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< >1
’  PRINTED HERE ARE 21 SAFETY RULES! OBEY TH E M  A N D  LIVE! IGNORE THEM  . .  . A N D  YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TRAGEDY T H A T  M AY OCCUR!
1. Do not swim in unsupervised areas.
2 . Do not swim after dark..
«*
3. Do not swim away from the shore, swim 
parallel to it.
4 . Do uot use tubes, balls, logs, etc., if you 
are not an expert swimmer.
5 . Do not let children use the above articles 
as the children will, rely on them for
6. Do not swim in unknown waters.
7. bo not swim when overheated; cool off 
gradually.
8. Do not swim when tired.
9 . Do not swim immediately after eating.
10. Do not dive into shallow water or areas 
which are not distinctively marked for 
depth.
11. Never swim alone.
12. If you use a boat for your holiday 
pleasure, be safe, have all poor swim­
mers wear an approved lifejacket.
13. Never swim for long periods of time.
14. For safety and enjoyment swim in water 
between *68 and 7 4  degrees F.
15. The lifeguards are responsibje for your
safety. . .  obey them!
1
16. If your boat or canoe capsizes -  hang on!
17. Don't overload your boat and don't drink 
while boating.
18. Plastic wading pools may be a death­
trap fot children unless they are con­
stantly supervised.
19. Don't panic if you get in trouble in the  
water.
20 . Avoid horseplay in t b  w ater and in the 
boat; playfulness may cost a life.
21 . Learn how to swim propertly
>
This Message Is Published in the Interest of Safety by the Following Firms and Organizations!
\___________ ' ' ' ___ ______ _________ ______
TU n'S TAILOR SHOP
441 LAWRENCE AVE. —  PHONE 2181
SHELL OIL CO. OF CANADA LTD.\ . ■
••SEE YOUR SHELL DEALER FOR ALL YOUR OUTBOARD FUEL
REQUIREMENTS’*
SIEG'S SERVICE
Your Outboard Fuel Centre 
BERNARD St ST, PAUL —  PHONE J452
SUNSHINE SERVICE
' Shell Boat Oas Dispensed with Modern Electric Pump 
— No Waiting — or Oucstiing —





For all your Beach Needs sec us!
2903 PENDOZI ST. — PHONE 2214
JACK and GOLDIE LARGE
MngarJne and Newspaper Subscriptions 
572 LAWRENCE AVE. — PHONE 2918
\  ' I
— —
RAY'S TV CLINIC «»
1716 RICHTER ST. - -  PHONE 2137
K. IWASHITA CO.* ’ ■ f
251 LEON AVE — PHONE 2112
BRITISH PACIFIC INSURANCE CO.
453 LAWRENCE A V E P H O N f i  2830
ANDY'S WHEEL & FRAME ALIGNMENT
“Known exclusively for wheel buluncji^g and wheel and frame alignment* 
2811PENDOZI ST. — PHONK 2728
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS LTD,
“All Forins''tf,1h& r«^^ '
,' . 280 ‘ BERNARI^ AVE. ' 4  VirojilR - *
< . I
TREADGOLD SPORTING GOODS
“Use safely and coinmoh'scnsc afloat, IVe are outfJllera  ̂
for all marine-cquipmcnt'l,
,1^15 PENDOZI ST. —  PHO^E 2134
' .1
W a n t Ads Sell! They  Rent! They Find! Phone 4 4 4 5
n iE  DAILY COUEIER t n  
■ SAT., 5IAV 31. If3*
Births
Help Wanted Property For Sale
GREENVi'OOD
and Ian Greenwood, in J^ low na '-—  eSw'aUeT4:3o"p.ra: 
General Hosnital on May 29, 1958. 
a son weighing 8 Ibn. Scott is!
WANTED IMMEDIATELY—RE­
LIABLE girl or woman tq care 
for three little girls, and do some
housework, lor remainder of;Heavy to McIntosh and Delicious. Very promising pear block
23 ACRE ORCHARD FOR SALE'
'Jr-1 school term. Live in or out. i^5{ coming in and appro.x. 25 cherries. All under sprinkler
233 .system. Small house with electricity. 1957 crop 11,500 boxes 
iwhich is about average for four years. 1958 crop est. 12,000
anxiously awaited at home bylpiiEE ROOM AND BOARD TO.jq ]3Q00 
brothers Bruce and Glen. 231! reliable woman for evening baby ’
*■' I sitting. Phone 6409 before 3 p.m.
In Memoriam ___ _______________ ^
FL'LL PRICE $18,000 INCL. CROP 
Terms to be arranged.
CAMPBELL — In loving mem­
ory of our dear brother-in-law 
and uncle. Charles Herbert 




wanted for light housework. »ndi r|-|y!̂ D| FQ Q GADDES REAL ESTATEhelp with small children, by weekj IX U rru  Ux-M rx  I 1.




to live In, for elderly couple, one 
Shirley, Henry and janic an invalid. Apply 2065 Long St.
231 iPhone 7921. 233
Funeral Homes WANTED QUALIFIED BARMAN for Interior Social Club. Reply 
with references to Box 5197C. 
Daily Courier. 236
Board and Room
tH E GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
239
The Interior’! Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Wc offer you the comforting Box 5343 Daily Courier, 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1665 ElUs St. Fhor.e 2261
tf
CAPABLE WOMAN OR GIRL 
' for Auto Court, part time. Apply
231
WILL LOOK AFTER ELDERLY 
lady in comfortable home. Phone 




I. FRANK FEDRIGO, WILL NOT 
be rq.sponsible for any debts in- 
c u rr^  by anyone other than 










Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue.
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment
Phones: Bus. 2547 Res. 7924 
M. Thur., Fri„ tf.
CLERICAL WORK 
WANTED
Young woman, experienced in 
office routine and bookkeeping, 
with a good knowledge of office 
machinery and switchboard. 
References may be obtained 
write to




20 acres of bcnchland in Oyama 
district, 7 acres young orchard, 
mostl.v Red Delicious and Lam­
bert Cherries, balance of land is 
pasture and timber. Sprinkler 
systems, barn, chicken house and 
garage
1 M d - F ® ' ' ?  "S""' i h o m X u h 'l 'n k , ''’" ,*jw o^ folding Chairs, for churches. I and Woods Lake. This is
i clubs, halls; 1/8 and 3/16 exccUent buy for $12,600.
I Scotch marble tiles: uph. spring
Articles For Sale
cushions; b. parlour chairs and 
tables: folding banquet tables— 
bargain prices. “LaSalle” . 945 
Granville St., Vancouver, B.C.
S.. tf
HAVE EXP ERI ENCEWo u l d  
like orchard job starting begin­
ning of June. Mrs. A. Zmud, 258 
Lansdowne St., Kamloops, B.C.
233
, REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Badios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
Fri.-Sat.-tf
CAPABLE GIRL 
in office work, or willing to do 
any part time work. Phone 3873.
132
LARGE FOUNTAIN. LARGE 
two door refrigerator, grills, 
large magazine stand. Phone 
7048. 234
VARNISHED KITCHEN TABLE 




JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND' 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
VACUUM CLEANER — $20.00 
complete, like new. Phone 2842 
noon or evenings. 236
GOLF CLUBS AND BAG—$25.00. 
Apply by phone to 3737 or 1456 
Experienced St. Paul St. 236
FIRST COME 
FIRST SERVED 




D8 . Started at $17,500!
FT-3729. Prince George.
Price June 2 ............... $10,300
D6 . Was $6,000! See FT-3963. 
Prince George.
Price June 2 ................. $4,800
HD6B—Began at $13,500! 
FT-3743. Vernon.
Price June 2 .................... $7,200
TD-18. Originally $6,000! 
FT-3994. Vernon.
Price June 2 .................... $4,400
D4. Started at $6,750! '
FT-3977. Nelson.
Price June 2 . ....................$5,550
TD-24. $8,000-value!
FT-3417. Vancouver.




Price June 2 .v.................$7,800
LARGE ORCHARD PROPERTY 
Westbank, 100 acres. Chance for 
capable party to create nice shel­
tered estate. Creek and plenty of 
wood. Box 5268M, Daily Courier.
231
EXPERIENCED TYPIST and of­
fice assistant. Available immed­
iately. Any hours. Phone 7631. 233
For Rent
Articles Wanted
8 ACRES FARM LAND — 20 
miles from Vancouver. For 
further particulars apply at cabin 
No. 2, 2801 North St., Kelowna.
230
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS — 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals, 6136 Willingdon, Burnaby 
2. Vancouver, B.C. tf
HOME REPAIRS AND 
ALTERATIONS 
Specializing in Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding





One, two and three bedroom 
suites. Private entrances. Separ­
ate basement for each suite. No 
halls, pumice block walls and 
partitions for sound proofing. In­
dividual gas heating and hot 
water- tanks.
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
Cars And Trucks
1953 CHEVROLET FOUR DOOR 
—Exceptionally good cc;idition, 
new paint, scat covers. Selling 
below list. Phone 2300, 1110 St. 
Paul St. 232
LARGE COMFORTABLE Family 
home in City. Open fireplace, 
newly decorated, fruit trees, close 
to lake and all conveniences. 
$2,000.00 down. Phone 4503. 235
Property Wanted
1955 METEOR NIAGARA sedan 
. automatic, radio, tinted glass.
Parking space, shape. Full price
lawns as soon as possible. Close 5^995 ^  3 ^ 1 0 1 0  Coronation
to downtown, and schools. Quiet âaa o-jq
street. Avaiiable a p p r o x i m a t e l y ^ 3̂3 
by Aug. 1. Apply early for choice 
of'^uiteg a f





Public Accounting and 
Income Tax
No. 11 Williams’ Block 
1564 Pendozi St.. Kelowna 
Phones: Bus. 2242, Res. 3242
M.. T., S., tf
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
239
WILL SELL FOR REASONABLE 
cash offer, 1957 half-tOir Ford 
Delux. Will take small trade. 
Phone 4025 days, 3^2 evenings.
232
1952 FORD FORDOR — Must 
sell. Radio, , two tone, many 
more extras. 1017 Bernard. Phone 
4570. 231
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phons 2215. tf
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St.. 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone Mutual 
1-6357. TH-S-t£
TWO ROOM FURNISHED base­
ment suite, rangette and refrig­
erator. Gentleman preferred, non- 
drinkers, by day or week. Phone 
8085. 233
FAST REPAIR SERVICE ON 
power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws and all small power 
equipment. Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Avc.
Th.. Sat-tf
SEIPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phono 2674. tf
NEW APARTMENT BLOCK 
Downtown, ultra modern, well 
furnished. One or two adults, half 
block off Bernard. Apply Suite 
No. 1, 1469 Bertram. 232
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”-rthere are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. ■ 32-tff
1941 CHEVROLET — GOOD Con­
dition. Reasonable. Call at 2541 
Pendozi St. 235
R -U -SELLIN G ?
Real Estate & Business 
Listings Wanted
■We have spent hundreds of 
thousands of $ advertising 
B.C. properties. List with us 
for results.’
Demand for lake frontage, 
ranches, fishing and hunting 
resorts, good retail stores, ga6  
stations, etc. We can help fi­
nance. Write to W. E. 








ADAMS 511. Was $6,000! 
FT-3658. Vancouver.
Price June 2 .................. $3,600
AUSTIN-WESTERN. $3,500! 
FT-3531, Chimwack.
Price June 2 ...................$800






&  Equipment Co. Ltd
Phone Vernon 2939 
‘‘Where Used Equipment Is 




VANCOUVER (CPt — A brief 
supportnig the B.C. Telephone 
Company's application for a rate 
increase has even a lawyer mud­
dled. The company is asking for 
9.5-per-cent rate increase.
“I don’t even understand the 
questions, let alone the answers," 
C. W. Brazier, counsel for the 
B.C. government and the Union 
of B.C. Municipalities told the 
board of transport commission­
ers.
The brief was submitted by 
economist D. J. Rhoads Foster 
of Washington, D.C., a specialist 
in rate applications of public 
utilities. ,
Mr. Brazier asked for more 
time to study the 55-page brief.
Briefly, Dr. Foster told fhe 
board BCT is not making as 
much money as it should 
He said he had worked out a 
number of analyses of the com­
pany’s operation which showed it 
should have a total income per 
year of somewhere between $10,- 
133,000 and $11,062,000.
The company’s income for 1957 
was $7,633,215.
Dr. Foster said the board 
should not force the company to 
declare as revenue, interest lost 
during construction projects.
This is the amount a firm’s 
money would be making if its 
money were In the investment 
rather than being tied up in the 
company’s construction projects
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
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UNFURNISHED 2 BEDROOM 
country home in Glcnmorc. 220 
wiring, oil heat. Available Juno 
1. Phone 6736 after 6 p.m.
228, 231
CAR BUYERS: OUR FINANC­
ING service at low cost, will help 
you make a better deal. Ask us 
now before you buy. Carruthers 
and Moikle Ltd., 364 Bernard 
Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
230, 231, 232. 242, 243, 244
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
nnd carpenter work. Phono 2028 
after 6  p.m. J. Wanner. 240
EXPERIENCED slSm STRE^l 
Altering nnd repairing a specialty. 
Phono 4685. 231
DRAPJES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phono 2481. tf
GENERAL CONTRACTING, al­
terations and repairs, E.stlmntes 
given free. Phone SO-8-5512. 256
TWO OR THREE ROOM FUR­
NISHED suite, al.so one light 
housekeeping room in quiet 
home. Apply 1874 Ethel St.
229. 231, 233
NEW. COOL, SELF-CONTAINED 
light housekeeping bedroom and 
kitchenette. Apply 1032 Leon 
Ave. 234
Trailers
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES 
Rutland Rd. and Vernon Highway
Call or phone for information on 
new or used trailers. Also house 
trnilcr hauling. Fully insured, 







Fireplaces, Chimneys, Planters, 
Concrete or Pumice Blocks, 
Tiled Porches and Patios, etc. 
For free advice and estimates
Call or Phone
828 Cawston Ave.
Phone 2310 or 6355
M. W, S, tf
ESMOND LUMBER CO„ LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors. 
Enquiries solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C., 
Glcnburn 1500. 231
Wanted
LARGE GROUND FLOOR DU­
PLEX suite. 5 rooms and bath. 
No anlmal.s'. Apply 832 Bernard 
Avc. tf
DOWNTOWN MODERN SUITE- 
bedroom, bathroom nnd living 
room, kitchenette. No children. 
Plcn.se phone 2620. 232
MODERN 2 BEDROOM Duplex, 
gas heat, garage, clo,se in. Phono 
458.9. 231
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Suitfc 
Call 1660 Ethel St. Phone 3670.
231
SUITES AT C 8c C APART 
M EN ’rs, Edgewood Road, Bank- 
head. Phone 801.1. tf
FOR SALE
TERRY AND ALJO TRAILERS 
BARRETT’S TRAILER SALES 
467 Main St,, Penticton 
Phone 4822
Sec us before you buy
242
Gardening and Nursery
SMALL HOT HOUSE TOMA­
TOES at S. Mori Greenhouse. 




Hospital - - ...... ..... - Dial 4000
Fire Hall .......    Dial 115




U unable to contact a doctor 
DUl 2723
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sundays, Holidays and ‘ 
Wednesdays 
2 pjn. to 5:30 p.m.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 






exploration to define the great 
mineral potential of the North­
west Territories will be the first 





ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP)—The ̂ 
last of Portugal’s white fleet of 
fishing boats sail from here dur­
ing the next few days in search 
of cod off Greenland.
The first of 40 vessels began 
arriving last week after spending 
two months on the Grand Banks 
off the south coast of Newfound­
land. Here they took on bait and 
provisions for the trip north.
There were about 15 Portu­
guese ships in port Thursday and 
about 2,000 fishermen. Activity 
hit a peak Wednesday when 22 
ships and 5,000 men congregated 
along the southside docks.
The dark - skinned fishermen 
roamed in and out of stores buy 
ing kitchen utensils, rubber boots, 
shaving-cream, soap, toys and 
compounds to sooth hands blist­
ered fî pm handling rough fishing 
Lnes.
One group of six wound up cut­
ting a lawn for an east end resi­
dent. They had never seen a 
lawn mower before and were in­





Women, 21-55 available to work 
part-time on public opinion .$ur- 
veys telephone nnd door-to- 
door, Opportunities to Interview 
on Interesting surveys on n part- 
time basis. PosiHvcly no selling
or soliciting. Reply giving details nAu-r iv li-imMiciiTi-nof background, education. PAim,Y FURNISHED
nnd telephone. Suite near hospital. Phone 7704.
Survey Interviewing Service, lnc.| _____________________
145 Montgomery Street 
Ssn Pranolsco 4. California
232
2‘,i! YEAR OLD 19’ TRAILER — 
A beauty, with all conveniences 
including 1-picce bath. Phone 
Summcrlnnd 3481 or call at Ar- 
gylc, on Highway 97, Trout 
(Treek. Sat., tf
REDSTONE'S TRAILER SALES 
& SERVICE^ Poachlnnd, B.C. 
Phone Ponchland 687 ; 244
b o x er  PUPS FOR SALE -  
l-’nwn in color, gentle in tempera­
ment, Male $125,00, Female 
$100.00. Will deliver to any ad- 
by June 15th, Write or telephone 
Greenacres Cattle Co„ Pritchard, 
B.C. (near Kamloop.si,
W., Sat. - tf
BEAUTIFUL R H O D E S I A N  
Ridgcback pups. Odorless. Guar­
anteed satisfactory; nnd, Lap 
Alrdnles. 12243 Gladstone Rd., 
RR No. 6 , North Surrey, or phone 
Newton 256-L-3. 246









rACKlNa AND GRADER 
FGRiaiAN 
R e p ly  s ta tin s  e s p c rlfn c o , quA llfl- 
entlrMRs and salary ^ j^ te d  to: 
NARAMATA CtM lPi^TriVE 
OBOWERS EXaiANQK 
N a r» in * t« , B .C .
EXPEUIENCED”s i ® W ^
HU rcqulnnl for (jjhartered Ac­
countant office. AppVv Campbell, 
imrie & Ashley. 102 Radio Bldg.
' ' U
FURNISHED BRIGHT HOUSE- 
KEEPING room. Plume 8149. 
1151 St. Paul 3 . _  235
ROOMlvifirBREA
full b<iard, week or month. 800 
Burne Avc, Phono 8679. 232
SLEEPiNG I'UIOM WITH Kitch­
en. Plume 829:i: 211
’riiU E E ' IJ 'IDHOOM HOUSE 




rdnt. Phone 7060, Sat-it
Boats And Engines
WANTED TQ RENT BY bu.slne;;s 
man and family arriving ends 
May-Tii three bedroom house (un-|l5Si BmIUi St. 
turnlshedt In quiet locnllty. Ixtng 
lease.. References gladly givin,
Box 4696M, Dally Courier. Sat. tf
Tim W lSED RO dM
Uun-n-bouts nnd Car-Top 
Plywood Itoats
Riillt In the Okanagan 
For Okanagan Watera
Wc Repair nnd Fibreglass your 
boat. We scll Bont Lumber and 




Two Hay Geldings, one Sorrel 
Marc, four-year olds, all gentle 
broken to hncknmoro. Ral.scd 
from Quarter hor.se stock. Contact 
drcs.s by June 15th. Writfc or tele­
phone Greenacres Cattle Co., 
Pritchard, B.C. (near Kamloops).
W„ Snt„ tf
ARABIAN STALLION "ALLA 
CURRY" standing at stud In Kel 
ownn. Phone Budge Bnr|ce at 
6125 for np|X)intmcnt.s, .
Snl,. tf
MONTREAL (CP)—The Cana­
dian Exporters’ Association says 
it has proposed to the federal 
government a four-year campaign 
to bring about better understand­
ing in the United States of Can 
ada and Canadian problems.
The campaign would be con­
ducted through news and adver­
tising in influential United States 
publications.
Leo E. R,van of Montreal, CEA 
president, said in a statement 
that the as.sociatlon’s profmsal 
has been sent to Trade Minister 
Churchill.
The proposal calls for expendi­
ture of $1 ,000,000 ,a year for the 
four years by the government 
nnd by Industry combined. Use of 
both economic ; news and adver­
tising would be sought where pos­
sible.
In a letter accompanying the 
propo.sal, Mr. Ryan .said:
"Our ns.socintloh has been con 
cerned with some of the official 
actions of our neighbors to the 
south nnd • the apparent- wide 
spread lack of understanding of 
Canadian problems and the Cana 
dlnn scene In general.”
To counteract this sltuotlon, the 
CEA now urged "positive action 
Canada’s port.’’,
The CEA proposal cnlLs primnr 
ly for “nn Informative nnd cdu 
cntional program In influential 
.S., publications, with supple 
mentary distribution of material 
to business Institutions, to meiu 
bers of the Congress nnd Sehntc\ 





OTTAWA (CP) — Frank How­
ard, CCF member of the Com­
mons for Skeena, has introduced 
a bill which would require politi­
cal parties to report their elec­
tion expenses.
He said, in introducing his bill, 
that members of parliament arc 
required by law to file with the 
chief electoral officer a state­
ment of Income and expenditures.
He proposed that the principle 
be extended to the national head­
quarters of Canada’s political 
parties.
ment of the area, the Canadiatl 
Association of Geographers have 
been told.
Large, well-established firms 
with the capital available for 
long-term returns already are en­
gaged in extensive exploratory 
work In the Arctic and sub-Arc­
tic, said C. L. Merrill, N.W.T. 
district administrator. Notably, 
oil companies are searching out 
tho Mackenzie region.
His text was released to the 
press in advance of delivery.
Mineral production — now pro 
hibited by high costs, chiefly for 
transportation —will start when 
known deposits b e c o m e  eco­
nomically available, he said, but 
this is a matter of demand and 
timing.
Mr. Morrill said it will take 
years to build adequate transpor­
tation facilities in the north "and 
still more to bring mines into 
production, so it follows that 
these steps should bo taken well 
in advance of the demand for 
minerals.
"This kind of development, 
planning, and expenditure, is 
clearly a national matter in a 
frontier area, and therefore the 
responsibility of the federal gov­
ernment. The need for careful 
planning cannot be over-empha­
sized.”
Present N.W.T. mineral produc­
tion is running about $25,000,000 
a year, most of it being Yellow­
knife gold, but including oil from 
Norman Wells and uranium from 
Great Bear Lake.
This output is about two per 
cent of total Canadian mineral 
production. It comes from an 
area embracing more than one
third of the Canadian area, anv 
including about 30 per cent of thi 
rich Prccambrian Shield.
Known but yet-undevcloped de* 
posits indicate the potential, Mr. 
Merrill added.
At Pine Point, on the south­
western shpre of Great Slava 
Lake, there is a huge lead zlna 
deposit where an estimated 60,« 
000,000 tons of ore is available, 
much of it ready for open-cut 
mining. With the announcement 
that a railway will be built to the 
region from one of the Alberta 
railheads, "It appears that this 
deposit soon will be mined."
In addition, there are known 
deposits of lithium and lead zinc 
ores in the Yellowknife area on 
the northern side of the lake. 
Farther north, near the Copper- 
mine River, nickel and copper 
deposits have been under investi­
gation for several years on a 600- 
square-mile concession.
Your Best 
Choice for All 
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suite by family with' 2 small 
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BOARD Motor — Complete with 
remote ’ controls, nnd In good 
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Hardware. 211
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No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
1 Insertion.____ per word SI
3 consecutive
Insertions ........ per word
6 consecutive Insertions
or more ............ per word 2i
Classlfled Display
Ohe Insertion--- --------fl,12 inch
I consecutive
insertions ____  1.05 Inch
S consecutive Insertions
or more ................  J13 Inch
Classified Cards 
3 count lines dally 0.00 month 
Dally for 0  mouths _  8,60 month 
Each additional line _ 2.00 month
One inch da lly___ 17.50 month
One Inch 




THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
NOTICE TO RATEPAYERS
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given that the “City of 
Kelowna Zoning By-Law, 1938" being By-Law No, 740 
of The Corporation of the City of Kelowna as amended, 
is now jh process of revision, more particularly as follows:
1. To rezone Lot “F”, District Lot One Hundred and 
thirty-eight (138), Osoyoos Division Yale District, Plan 
Four Thousand Nine Hundred and, Twenty (4920) from 
Zone G—Residential to Zone 1—Multiple Dwelling.
The above Lot is numbered 924 Bernard Avenue.
2. By adding the following words to the definition of 
Multiple Dwelling as same was enacted by Section 1 of 
By-Law No. 1832 of The Corporation of the City of 
Kelowna cited as the "City of Kelowna Zoning By-Law, 
1938, Amending By-Law No. 3, 1956" namely “and a 
public or private hospital.” *
The definition of Multiple Dwelling presently 
reads “Multiple Dwelling shall mcjin and include an aparl- 
nicnt-housc or multiple dwelling of three or more dwelling? 
or suites”.
Details of Ihfc proposed By-Law may be seen at the 
office of the City Clerk, Kelowna City Hall, 1435 Water 
Street, Kelowna, B.C., Monday to Friday inclusive, between 
the hours of nine o’clock ip the forenoon and five o'clock 
in the afternoon.
The Municipal Council will meet in special session 
lo hear representations of interested persons at 7:30 p.m. 
on Monday, June 9lh, 1958, in the Council Chamber, Ke­











Taken b.v our photographer. It Is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were In the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them 
In your album.
Largo Glossy 6 M1 x 8(4  
Only $1.00 
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 






If you want Invrslnicnl security in real properly enquire about our fully serviced lots 
in Kelowna’s finest aubdivlsion nnd development. A self contained new neighborhood.
LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
1536>:LIJS ST. riioN i: 4400
lA T .. MAT » .  IMS TBE OAiLT covmmv. 11 HEALTH COLUMN
^London Critics Hail 
Canadian Film Feature
By ED sm aM
CtMdicn PrcM SUff Writer
LONDON »CP) — A uniformly 
Mendly grcnip of London film 
:iiUcs has hailed A Dangerous 
•* "brilliant." "enthralling" 
tnd "the first Canadian feature 
film worth looking at." For the 
present, Canadians desirous of; 
saving a look will have to comcj 
to London.
, The low-budget film, written. 
I^Urccted and produced by''24- 
‘ ^  fear-old Sydney Furie of Toronto, 
Is drawing admiring audiences to 
the Academy, a small motion pic­
ture theatre on downtown Oxford 
Street specializing in foreign 
tUms.
The reviewers are unanimous 
In their praise of Furie’s fresh- 
Aness and the sincere perform- 
'ances of Anne Pearson and Ben 
Piazza, the unknown American 
actors he picked to play the lead­
ing roles.
The reason Canadians have to 
pay a transatlantic fare to see 
the film, in which Piazza and 
Miss Pearson are the only non- 
Canadian participants, is familiar 
enough to Canada's aspiring film 
makers—distribution,
HO CANADIAN MARKET ,
“  "Canada is part of the Ameri­
can film market," Furie ex­
plained when asked about it at a 
p r e s s  conference. "Canadians 
and Americans speak the same 
I g language and share the same 
n  background. American films sat­
isfy our needs.”
^  Furie, after raising his own 
funds for the do - it - yourself 
operation, found a French distrib­
utor who put the show on the 
road on Oxford Street. Both Furie 
and the distributor. Interconti­
nental Films, are confident that 
the London showing will enable
Know About Zoonoses? 
You Don't Want Any!
them lo negotiate further screen­
ings in the United States—and 
eventually in Canada.
The fihn is about a runaway 
pair of Canadian college students 
v/ho cross the border and try un­
successfully to get mhrried in the 
United States. The boy, master­
ful at first, gradually goes to 
pieces as one roadblock after an­
other is put in thblr way while tHb 
girl, originally submissive, takes 
control and eventually convinces 
him they should t a k e  their 
parents' sdvico and wait a few 
years.
The film impartially presents 
the points of view of the young­
sters and their elders, but Furie 
says the film’s "sensible'* ending 
was no* accident. His strong be­
lief in moral values has won a 
particularly favorable reception 
from English critics sated with 
the rebellious outbursts of their 
home-grown school of "angry 
young men.”
Confident of the ultimate finan­
cial success of his first venture, 
Furie pUns to go on making 
movies on his own,
"The next one will be about Ca­
nadian young people too,” he 
says. "I'm young and I live in 
Canada, so I’m writing about 
what I know best.”
By Herman N. Buadeaen. MJD..common disease passed on to us
by the animal world. You prob­
ably know it better as “parrot 
fever.”
It can be contracted from par­
as
STORM HITS CZECHS 
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP; 
Violent winds and^hail have de­
stroyed homes and forests and 
caused millions of dollars of dam­
age in central Czechoslovakia, 
the official Czechoslovak n e w s  
agency reports. It said the storm 
demolished the hamlet of Zahra- 
diste and destroyed more than 
100 buildings in the other com­
munities In southwest Moravia, 
but no lives were lost.
Beware of the Zoonoses.
These diseases are just 
dangerous as they sound.
Ever since man first began 
domesticating dogs,- cats, horses 
and such, he has been an open 
target for Zoonoses, the diseases 
we catch from animals.
ANIAIAL DISEASES 
You arc familiar with rabies, 
of course, but there are other 
serious animal diseases which 
also trouble humans.
There is ornithosis, brucello­
sis and R^cky Mountain spotted 
fever, to name just a few. All 
told, there are more than 80 
diseases which can be passed on 
to us from our pets or other 
animals.
Not only can you catch these 
diseas''s through association with 
the animals themselves, but also 
through close contact with ani­
mal products. Seldom are these 
diseases passed on from person- 
to-person.
RABIES MOST SERIOUS
Of* all these diseases rabies 
probably is theh most serious. 
If not treated in time, it is al­
ways fatal. The virus of both 
the domestic animal and wild 
animal t\*pes attacks the cen­
tral nervous system of all warm­
blooded animals, including man.
While “man’s best friend,” the 
dog. is our chief rabies menace, 
the disease ca^ also be con­
tracted from bites by foxes, 
skunks, wolves, coyotes and even 
bats. If you are bitten, especially 
during the hot summer months, 
see your doctor promptly. And 
if possible, have the animal cap­
tured so it can be determine 
whether or not it Is rabid. 
PARROT FEVER
Ornithosis also Is a fair^
rots, parakeets, lovebirds, 
eons, ducks and even chickens 
and turkeys. The symptoms are 
similar to those of influenza.
Agricultural workers are par­
ticularly susceptible to brucello­
sis, a disease transmitted by 
cattle, pigs and goats. Usually, 
the infection is contracted either 
through direct contact with the 
diseased animal or from eating 
or drinking unpasteurized dairy 
products.
USE OF ANUBIOnCS
Symptoms range from fever 
and general weakness to ab­
dominal pains and cough. Al­
though broad-spectrum antibiot­
ics can be used to treat the 
disease in humans, relapses oc 
cur frequently.
Rocky Mountain spotted fever 
is spread by infected ticks car­
ried by dogs, rabbits, foxes and 
other small animals. Symptoms 
are fever, a rash, severe head­
ache and sometimes secondary 
pneumonia. I’ll have more to 
say about this disease in a later 
column.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
K.D.: Is there any drug that 
will cure an alcoholic?
Answer: Alcoholism Is often 
difficult to treat. Usually the 
cooperation of the person suffer­
ing from it is essential in order 
to cure him.
On the market is a new drug 
known as antabuse which will 
cause a person to become ex­
tremely sick,if he drinks alco­
hol. However., it {should bOtlilfd
THAlfcTHEWHOUE^ 
BAIL OF YARN, 
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IRAKQRSa
!  Tho bfddlng:
fSaat South West North Plw Past
Opening lead—king of dia­
monds.
It didn’tlak e  long for declarer 
to see the contract was pretty 
hopeless. The situation was self- 
apparent. East had all six clubs 
on the bidding, and he would just 
sit and wait for his three club 
tpicks. South regretted his failure 
to double five clubs, which would 
have been down at least four.
Upon further thought, though, 
he realized there was a possi­
bility 'of making the contract. 
The prospect was remote, but 
since any other line of play was 
: utterly hopeless, it was worthr 
trying. West’s failure to double., 
Jbddlng the A-K of diamonds, in- 
IlMicateo he did not have a trump 
itrlck.
So declarer ruffed the diamond 
lead, being careful to trump with 
the eight. He played the A-K of 
hearts, noting that both defend­
ers followed suit.
Next he cashed the A-K-Q of 
spades as everybody contributed 
spades. Business perked up con­
siderably when West played the 
jack on the third spade lead. It 
began to look as though the mir­
acle would actually take place.
Now declarer made his bid for 
fame, and fortune. He led the 
deuce of hearts.
West had to win the trick. His 
hand was shorn of everything but 
diamonds. If he led- the ace de­
clarer would discard a club, and 
would then discard two more 
Clubs on West’s forced return of 
another diamond to dummy’s set­
up suit. .
West tried to avoid his helpless 
position by leading a low dia­
mond. Dummy won- the trick, a 
club being discarded, but South 
could not be denied his victory. 
Another diamond was led and 
another club was discarded. West 
won but again had to lead a dia­
mond. Five bid and made.
Why did Soth trump the open­
ing diamond lead with the eight? 
Because he needed the deuce to 
be sure. West could be forced into 
the lead. Otherwise, West might 
have dropped the J-10 of trump 
on the A-K.
In cato any skeptics in the 
audience doii’t  believe this hand 
ever happened' it proves just one 
thing.






Sunday’s hd^^oscope promises 
a happy day. Aspects especially 
favor outdoor activities, travel 
and romance. Most folks should 
be in highly congenial mood, so 
group activities of any kind 
should prove enjdyable.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that, 
where job and* financial matters 
are concerned, the configurations 
favor the attainment of immedi­
ate goals in June; stUl further 
progress in September. Both of 
these months will be propitious 
for launching new ventures, com­
pleting outstanding affairs and, if 
possible, taking steps to strength­
en financial security. Do be con­
servative in this connection, how­
ever.
Personal relationships will be 
under good influences during 
mpst oj(,T958, .and roixunce.-wiU- 
be under especially good aspects 
in October. That month, however  ̂
will not be good for finances. In 
fact, throughout October and No­
vember it would be advisable to 
use extreme caution in all mone­
tary affairs. Look-for some good 
news and an opportunity to travel 
late in December.
A child bom on this day will 
be endowed with all the quali­
ties needed for success, but may 
have to curb a tendency toward 
extreme restlessness.
THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW
Don’t lose interest in your ob­
jectives even though faced with 
possible setbacks on this day. 
You can prevent disappointment 
by realizing your limitations and 
not aiming for things temporarily 
beyond your reach. '
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If Monday Is your birthday, 
the current month promises a 
definite uptrend in job matters 
—if you do your part, of course. 
Another good month, in this con­
nection, will be September. Make 
the most of good Influences dur­
ing these periods, since the bal­
ance of 1958 promises nothing 
very spectacular along occupa­
tional lines.
^Financial matters are not 
greatly encomraged under 
years planetary aspects but, if 
you’-^iollow-^a--conServative’*pfo“ 
gram, you' can, neveltiieless, 
wind up on the right side*of the 
ledger by year’s end. Be espe­
cially careful in monetary deal­
ings during-October and Novem- 
][>er. Late December promises an 
opportunity to travel; also some 
business news ,whiph should help 
,to improve your status early in 
1959.
A cl^d bom on this day will 
be endowed with the talents re­
quired for success in both the 


























4  letter 
70. Bird’s home 
21, Red (rare) 
24, Obstinate
29. Free of 
bacteria
30. Befalls






38, Hop kiln 
(ver.)
































33. Choice cut 
of beef
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One letter simply stands for another In this sample A Is used 
I for iM Ihree L» X (or tho two O’s. otc Slogto tettora, oirntroiihoa. 
I the length and formation ol tht words are all hints. Each day Um 
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my DEAR OLD DOG. MOSTTON- 
TANT OF ALL FRIENDS- - DOANE.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
MAKE 2 CUTŜ ANP FORM A SQUAM
CONSTAMCe P lamtagenet
o f  Idng EdujqrxIBr
OAARRIED THOMAS LG OESPENCER 
WHEN SHE WAS BireARSOFAfll
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TH6 ENTlRe RMNK,IS HOIWOMTAL 
BECAUSE iTflREW TMROUOHA 
HOLE KNOCKCO IM THE WAUOF 
THE BUILDING 
WACMNONOML
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
Vbu won't h ave  Tb 
G E T  O U T O 'lb V W N , 
M A R S H A L .-T H IS  , 
.N E W  H O M B R E .D O /mV  
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THE ROTORS V  HOW ARB VOO M 
HAVE STARTED /  GOIKLS TO CO THATl 
ON THE TOP.' I  THE OUVB WHO LEFT 
NOW 1M50INO HERE PIPNT LEAVE 
OUT AND o p e n ! ANY KEY UM£?ERTHE 
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AND FOR 
PUNISHMENT 
fM GOING TO 
CUT.VOUR
a l l o w a n c e
THIS WEEK
[-N NO-VOUCANT HAVE A 
SPANKING
t i t
1 WANT A 
SPANKING.' 
I  WANT A 
SPANKING
STOP A C TIN G  
U K E T H A T O R  
lU G lv E  
VO U A  
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AUSTIN -  MORRIS 
M.G.A.
Sales Rocket Across Country 
See and Test-Drive These Cars NOW!
CPR's Pioneei^s "House Part/' 
To Europe Oversubscribed By
VANCOUVER — The Canadian 
I Pacific Pioneers' "House Party" 
to Europe in September is al- 
'ready oversubscribed and 50 will 
llbave to be cut fronj the list,
"The more the merrier, is our 
j slogan", aaid Archie Sturrock, 
75-year-old retired CPR master
mechanic, leader of the parties 
(or three years, "But the stopping 
places in France and Italy can­
not accommodate such a large 
party."
They can handle 130. Already 
the applications number 180 and 
are still coming in. The party
M rs. Delphine Le Quime, 83, 
Pioneer, Dies In U.S.
Austin A 55 4  Door Sedan’
Up to 30 miles per gallon from this 55 h.p. car . . .  
scater, large trunk, heater, signals, etc.
You can own an AUSTIN today lor only
roomy
Mrs. Delphine LeQuime, widow 
1 of Leon LeQuime, and a link with 
the district's earliest history, died 
I recently at her home at Lewiston, 
Idaho.
One of the first white girls to 
be born in the Okanagan, the 
late Mrs. LeQuime was the 
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. 
Louis Christien, who pre-empted 
land in the central Okanagan in 
the 1 ^ 's .  Her husband, Leon 
LeQuime, was the youngest son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Eli LeQuime, 
who came to the Okanagan In 
1861, about a year after the first 
permanent white settlement in 
t h ^  valley was established by 
Fathers Pandosy and Richard at 
Mission Creek.
Leon Avenue in Kelowna is
CMHC Loans 
S till Carry 
Full Interest
named after Leon LeQuime, who
$2,025
Go Safety-Fast w ith the
Sports Car , i f
You’ll be the cn\y of y o u r ,^ .& ie j^ ip ^ '3 ^ p ^  
these world.record i»e 'a lu i^ iM  powerful
You
'  doi^*t need ito bt; a look at the
! OTTAWA (CP) — Works Min­
ster Green says there .is no in- 
: tention of reducing interest rate* 
i or loans made through \Centeal 
i Mortgage and Hotvsin^ PWiff tCv 
1 Replying in the 
! Frank Howard (CCF-Skl^na 
Green, who rej^rts t0.pWiashfhi 
for the
Ition in ^ntere^yNSw^ 
‘detrimofttid
of the country;'At‘(the present 
time," ' " ,■ '■‘^'ifi.vGarland (L- 
Iv^j^n  said. the 
>f<il$eived no noti- 
ted plan by the 
.fqthschild to invest 
LOOO '̂  fii Canadian home 
•iShould be’’very glad to see 
invested by anyone in 
[Rising in Canada,” Mr. Green 
added.
left Kelowna for the States in 
1895 or 1896, and who died April 
15. 1935, aged 64, at Lewiston. 
He was a business associate of 
Dav'id Lloyd-Jones and Bernard 
LeQuime. his brother, who foun­
ded the townsite of Kelowna and 
after whom Bernard Ave. is 
named.
HERE LAST MONTH
Mrs, LeQuime's death occurred 
April 20, but news of it did hot 
reach here until a short time ago. 
She was born at Okanagan Land­
ing April 7, 1875, so her death 
came just a few days after her 
83rd birthday.
She and Lwn married in 1893, 
at Vernon. They resided for sev­
eral years at Vernon and at 
Lumby before returning to Kel­
owna and then going to the 
States. Her death was rather sud­
den as s);î  had been in good 
health even earlier last month 
when she was on a prolonged 
visit to the Okanagan, renewing 
acquaintances and vlsitiiik rela- 
Uves
p n ^ r |y  on Ikhich the city, and 
the >suSixcbS: now are situate.
Mrs: LeQuime are 
irs: Mrs. Alda Marie 
r7,Bremerton, Wash.,' and 
Mrs.; Agnes Hawkins, Los 
Ahj^eles, .Calif. ‘Several grand­
children also survive, as well as 
nieces and nephews, including 
Mrs. Nolan Peters,' Rutland, a 
great niece and Noel Gooding, a 
great nephew at Lumby. Other 
distant relatives survive in the 
Vernon-Lumby area.
wUI sail on the Empress of 
France on September 9 from 
Montreal. He said they would ac­
commodate those unable to join 
the group in the next overseas 
party w'hleh will leave next 
spring.
The first organized tour of the 
pioneers to Europe will take 
them through France, Italy and 
Switzerland. They'll return to 
Canada on the Empress of Eng­
land on October 3.
Thirty members of the spring 
tour this year are booked to 
travel overseas, again with the 
September group. Among the 
party wUI be 35 from Toronto, 
50 from Ontario, 10 from New 
Brunswick, 20 from Quebec anc 
the balance from Vancouver Is­
land and British Columbia and 
prairie points.
Illustrated is one of the Morris Minor family, the Conver­
tible, now to be seen in the showroom at Ladd’s . . .  The 
Morris Minor 1000 features 75 m.p.h. top speed and 
although will comfortably seat 4, has an easily quenched 
thirst for gas. Up to 40 m.p.g. :
Here’s Canada’s 1st choice for all .̂ “second car” family 





’ LUMBY—-W. Adams, who re- 
|i sides on the Mabel Lake Hoad 
I in Lumby, was surprised, this 
week to find a moose grazing in 
his alfalfa field at the back of 
his house. It was the first time 
that a moose was seen in the 
viUage or district.
Mr. Adams called his wife and 
famUy to see the Unusual visitor, 
which afterwards .( jumped the 
fence and disappeared into the 
Ibush.
No mention is made of moose 
I in the list of big game animals in 
the lands and forests department’s 
1 Okanagan buUetin for 1957, which 
includes deer, caribou and bear, 
but it is evident that moose are 
finding theiy way south from the 
Revelstoke area via the Shuswap 1 River to Sugar Lake.
Several have been seen there 
I recently, and one was shot during 
the last hunting season. Sugar 
I Lake is 18 miles north of Lumby.
If ’the migration of moose con- 
Itlnues from the north, Lumby 





KAMLOOPS (CP) — Kamloops 
Board of Trade is battling with 
the provincial government to keep 
the Tranquille Sanatorium open 
Employees at the $15,000,000 
tuberculosis sanatorium were 
i^veh'jiotice oLdusure^last^iall 
by the government on the 
grounds that it is no longer 
needed.
Since then, the trade board, city 
council and North Kamloops' vil­
lage commission have requested 
that the JJuildings be used .Tor 
other health purposes—- possibly 
as a mental institution.
w  far, no answer has come 
from the government.
To keep lUp the pressure, the 
board arranged 120 business 
wires be sent to Victoria, re­
questing the government to re 
consider the closure. More than 
1,700 citizens signed another wire 





Thrice remanded hearing of 
Ernest R. Owen, Kelowna, on a 
charge of violating the B.C. den­
tal act, is scheduled to go ahead 
in magistrate’s court here Mon­
day.
Owen, a dental technician, is 
charged with having dealt direct 
with the public, in one’ specific 
Instance, in the making of a den- 
tuW»7'f^ppecptoc ,he Neil
Trial wi'thh^lsefora Po-
Dental t e c h n i c i a n s ' b e e s )  
striving for years tbTg(fci l)egl§la- 
tion so that they m a y ^ a l dirCed 
with thi public and during the 
last legislature, an act, called 
Bill 45, was approved, which 
would allow certain qualified tech­
nicians to make and repair den 
tures for the public for a fee.
However, the Daily Courier 
learned direct from the attorney 
general’s department at Victoria 
that Bill 45 still has not been 
proclaimed as law.
A department official, Gerald 
. Cross, legislative counsel, ad­
vised that he understood "neces­





VANCOUVER (CP) — Adnunl 
.strator Peter 11. Bennett of the 
Vancouver International Festival 
says more than $400,000 will‘be 
spent this year on its production.
"Last year the International 
Festival’ at Stratford, Ont. spent 
$550,000 and realized a profit of 
$76,000. In two or three years the 
Vancouver festival will do much 
better than this," he said. 
Vancouver's location, handy to 
hlanuel lived in a world of;the Orient. Europe and the United 
bizarre dreams conjured up to states would contribute much to 
swell his ego. He claimed he was the success of the fesUval. 
in with London’s underworld and 
regaled his admirers with tales 
of his wartime bravery—though 
he never donned a uniform.
His heroes w e r e  American 
gangsters like Capone and Dil- 
linger. Manuel spent 16 years in 
juvenile delinquent homes and 
prisons, making 13 escapes be 
tween the ages of 12 and 16. Dur­
ing his life he has faced 47 crim­
inal charges, mostly housebreak 
ing, r o b b e r y  and assaulting 
women.
He embarked on his career of 
crime at the age of 10—stealing 
from a chapel offertory box.
LIFE OF CRIME
(Continued From Page 1 
driver in Durham. England.
Two senior Scottish detectives 
led the hunt for Manuel — Alex 
Brown and Murdo' Mackenzie. 
Mackenzie knew Manuel well be­
cause the suspect had often as a 
>-ourrgster held the policeman's 
hand when he crossed the road 
to school.
WORLD OF DREAMS
Mackenzie hpd also arrested 
Manuel on a rajie charge which 
brought an eight - year, sentence. 
The detectives posted their men 
outside the Manuel home for 
eight days after the Smart kill­
ings. Then they whisked Manuel 
to jail. Two days later he broke 
down and confessed.
m s  DiliLT c o u x m  | o
SAT.. MAY 81. WM
Dairy product* provide 27 per 
cent of British Columbia’* total 
farm cash income.
TOWERING PEAKS
The Andes reach their highest 
altitudes in Peru, which has 
seven peaks reaching more than 
19,000 feet.
Peach Growers 
Want To Retain 
Marketing Plan
VINELAND, Ont. (CP) — The 
Ontario Peach Growers Co-oper­
ative announced Friday night un­
official returns of a province-wide 
vote indicate growers want the 
peach-marketng scheme to con 
tinue in operation.
With only a few areas not re­
ported, ballots showed the mar 
keting scheme favored by about 
71 per cent of the eligible grow 
crs. A majority of 66.67 per cent 
is required.
Day or Night 
Prescription 
Service
DEPEND ON u s  




Open Sunday 2 - 5:38
LONG
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
“Photo Centre at City Centre’
' NIGHT PHONES 
4165 -  4175 — 8523
VANCOUVER (CP)—The B.C. 
Dental Technicians and Public 
Denturist Society said Friday it 
will ask the provincial legislature 
to enact legislation permitting it 
to offer $25 dentures to senior 
citizens, the blind and disabled.
At the group’s annual meeting, 
piesident J. R. Smith said: Al­
though it is illegal for us to deal 
d i r e c t l y ^ -morally (j»ligated to provide this 
service as senior citizens ■ asso­
ciation? cannot acquire this serv­
ice anywhere else.” _____ _
Newfies Seek
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP)-^New 
foundland expects to be the first 
Atlantic province to join the na­
tional hospital insurance pWn.
Health Minister Dr. James Mc­
Grath saya the province probably 
will enter the scheme July 1, six 







4 door sedan —  $1668
MORRIS OXFORD SEDAN - .  55 brake h p. d * 9 1 0 0
automatic transmission if required^-extra ....
'' ■ ■ -■ ■ , .........
All Cars have a 12-month Factory W arranty 
and are fully equipped.
YOU CAN HAVE THE BENEFITS OF 2 CARS 
THE FAMILY FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
CANADIAN-BUILT CAR
IN
You oyre it to yoursdU to take a demonstration drive in 
one or all of these cant . . .  sec what a real sports feel is, 
'compare the low cost of gas consumption, and above all 
con^pare the prices.
“W IinRE YOUR CAR DOLLAR nUY.S MORE”, 















Once Only Thursday and Friday at 7:30 p.m.
COMING
Monday and Tuesday 
June 2 and 3
"SOLID GOLD 
CADIllAC"





at 5:00 and 8:00 p.m.
o rr 
Momc 
OUT or til 
•»aoouT n  
toa, 
m o v ik i
. M.»Hnn«m«Mi40ucAiwu<.





Evenlngcs: Adults 85o Students 60o ChUdren 25o 
Sat. before 5:00 p.m.: Adults 60o Students 50o Children SOo
SPECIAL KIDDIES’ MATINEE SATURDAY 
. at 1:00 and 3;P0 p.m.
• WESTERN AND CARTOONS
COMING MONDAY - -  DOUBLE BILL
THE SAFECRACKER-THE HIRED GUN





SPECIAL SUNDAY MlDNlClIT SHOW










VERNOiN — IIIOIIWAY 37 NORTH AT CITY UMIT8 
ENDS TONIOIITI All Color Show!
vTanan' and the l,ott Safari" — “Weal of 3!analhar”
New Boating Thrills from MAXSON'S/
Howard Maxson demonstrates the thrill of owning a 14 ft. BELLEGRAFT “Ski- 
Tow” Model! Fully equipped, seats four comfortably, this craft is powered by 
remote-electrical controlled 35 h.p. OLIVER Outboard. The pleasure can bo 
YOURS! . ' ■'
★  COMPARE THESE BELLECRAFT BOATS!
12 ft. Car-Top Fishing Model. Constructed of Yellow 
Cedar, and fibre-rglassed marine plywood. Complete vyith 
hardware........................................................ .............. .
14 ft. Ski-Tow Model, as photographed. Same construc­
tion features, windshield and steering wheel, chrome fit­
tings, complete hardware (less, motor) ...............
•  Stock Sizes to 20 ft.
^  W e'll custom-build ANY 
size to your order!
^  Easy terms and financing
•  Oliver Outboards for 
every size of boat!
DEMONSTRATIONS may be 
arranged in minutes for a|iy- 
one who wants proof of per­
formance!
6 9 5 . 0 0
^  FACTS ABOUT BELLECRAFT
Bellccraft Boals are manufactured In Kam­
loops, B.C., by BELLECRAFT INDUSTRIES 
LTD., of the finest materials and workman­
ship that modern methods and ability can 
produce. They are designed by western 
Canada’s leading naval architect, John^Brand- 
Imayr. The design principle Is of a conically 
developed surface that produces a stress free 
skin. They are excellent performers, plane 
readily and easily and are somewhat faster 
for a given H.P. than hulls of other designs, 
and most* Important, they plane in a level at­
titude affording good visibility and maximum 
comfort. Generous flare is provided in the fore 
part of the hulls to keep them dry in rough 
water. The overall design and styling' Is In 
keeping with present day requirements. No­
thing ha.s been spared to give you tho lotcst 
in finest *tyllng and performance.
★  TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE IDEAL 
COMPANIONS TO YOUR BELLECRAFT 












THERE'S AN OLIVER OUTBOARD TO SUIT EVERY BOAT! 
THERE'S A FINANCE PLAN TO FIT EVERY BUDGET!
SPORT &
SERVICE CENTRE
235 tlERNARD — OVIeIjOOKING THE LAKE PHONE 4545
MAXSON'S
